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November 13-16th marked 
the celebration of the Junior 
Ring Weekend for the Class of 
2000. Ov-«-
all the wet 
end w 
deemed 
s u c c c s 
though soi 
disrupti 
pervaded t 
event 
Over 9 
students a 
guests of t 
Class 
2000 < 
tended t 
weekend.
Juni 
Ring Wee
end com- pr Smith and Tim Coughlin ’00 smile for the camera, 
memorates
the receiving of the class ring, 
a symbol of an individual’s ex­
periences and relationships at 
Providence College.
The weekend consisted of 
four events: Special Event, the 
Formal, the Ring Mass, and a 
brunch with a showing of the 
Class video.
The Special Event
This year’s special event 
was held at Bootleggers, a 
multi-level night club over­
looking Naragansett bay. Two 
levels of music and dancing in­
cluded an 80’s band and a DJ 
who played 90’s music, wrap­
ping up the night with a round 
of karaoke.
Light appetizers were 
served including sandwiches, 
pretzels, and chips. Dress was 
casual and the atmosphere was 
relaxed.
Ryan Kennedy ’00, chair of 
the event, said “I was very 
pleased with how PC repre­
sented itself at Bootleggers.” 
He also commented that the 
management of the club will 
welcome PC back in the fu­
ture.
Kennedy went on to say, “ 
It was an amazing experience 
to walk around and see people 
having so much fun. What a 
sense of accomplishment.” 
The Ring Miass
Saturday morning at 12:30, 
the members of the junior class 
gathered to witness the bless­
ing of the rings. Rev. Philip 
A.Smith led the liturgy, ac­
companied by a number of
other Dominican fathers includ­
ing Rev. Joseph Barranger O.P., 
Rev. J.Stuart McPhail O.P., Rev. 
John Peterson O.P., 
Rev.Vincent Delucia O.P, Rev. 
Kenneth Gumbert O.P, Rev. 
Mark Nowell O.P, Rev. Tho­
mas Ertle O.P, and Rev. Joseph 
Guido O.P. Fr. Barranger gave 
a homily which touched upon 
themes of hope, love, and class 
unity. Many students from the 
Class of 2000 participated in the 
Mass. After the Mass, students 
were able to pick up their class 
rings. Renee Oliver ’00 was the 
chair for the Mass.
The Formal
Decked in their finest, juniors 
rode little yellow school buses 
to the Rhode Island Convention 
Center to take part in the for­
mal event for the weekend. The 
evening began with a cocktail 
hour, complete with light hors 
d’oeuvres and table conversa­
tion. Dinner began with an ap­
petizer of penne pasta in a 
vodka cream sauce. The main 
course was a boneless chicken 
breast in a charron sauce, ac­
companied by wild rice and a 
mixed vegetable medley. Des­
sert was a slice of apple strudel 
on a glazed painted plate, 
topped off with coffee. Danc­
ing followed with lively music 
provided by a DJ.
Unfortunately, some inci­
dents marred the event. Some 
students were throwing food 
and removing marbles from the 
centerpieces. PC was also fined 
$250 for stolen CD’s. The 
Rhode Island Convention Cen­
ter has not reported damage es­
timates as of yet. For many, this 
was a low point in the weekend.
Robin Assile ’00, chair of the 
event, was glad that many did
enjoy themselves.
The Brunch
The weekend came to a 
close on Sunday afternoon 
with a buffet-style brunch 
complete with scrambled 
eggs, French toast, danish, and 
bagels. The class video was 
also pre­
miered and 
distributed to 
students.
The JRW 
Core Chair, 
Debbie 
Costello ’00, 
felt, "This 
was the best 
weekend pos­
sible, having 
all the juniors 
together 
wearing their 
rings. I think 
we really 
grasped the 
essence of the 
weekend that
was expressed at Mass. We 
will not have many more 
chances like that.” She goes 
on to say, “This essence is best 
described in Renee Oliver’s 
prayer for the Class of 2000 
which was read during the 
Ring Mass.”
On our JRW
We are the Class of2000 
A network of friends 
Leaders of the future 
A generation of hope 
Givers of love 
Seekers of truth 
And above all 
People of faith.
For you Lord,
Watch over us 
Guide us through every mo­
ment of our lives.
We thank you 
For bringing each of us 
With different backgrounds 
and ideas
To share united as one class 
The experiences of college 
Which we will remember 
In our hearts forever.
Let us always look to our 
rings
As reminders of the many 
gifts you have given us 
And the many gifts still to 
come__________________
Congratulations to the 
Class of 2000. But the Class 
of 2001 will wait anxiously 
for a verdict on the fate of 
their JRW. Each class does 
affect the next.
by M.F. Stauff ’00
Asst. News Editor
Much has been said about on- 
campus security issues in the past, 
but very little has been discussed 
concerning off-campus security. 
On Wednesday, an open forum 
was held in Moore Hall where off- 
campus and on-campus students 
were invited to ask questions about 
security measures and Providence 
Police procedures.
The forum was sponsored by 
the Off-Campus Residence Orga­
nization of Student Congress, with 
Mike Liddy ’99 serving as the 
chair and Ryan Kennedy ’00 serv­
ing as the secretary.
"We are here to discuss the 
safety of the community,” ex­
plained Liddy. “We want to learn 
why the Security Officers and the 
Providence Police do what they 
do.”
In attendance were members of 
the PC Administration and mem­
Apartment Process 
Explained
By Rebecca Piro ’00 
Asst. News Editor
It is that time of year again. 
Letters explaining the housing pro­
cess for the year of ’98-’99 have 
been mailed out, and soon students 
will be scurrying to the Office of 
Residence Life to secure their 
housing for next year. But the 
housing process got off to a smooth 
start Wednesday evening, Novem­
ber 18th, with a public meeting in 
Aquinas Lounge for all interested 
in applying for apartments next 
year.
Rev. Kenneth Sicard, O.P., Ex­
ecutive Director of Residence Life, 
accompanied by Assistant Direc­
tors Kara Kolomitz and Steve 
Sears, and Jacqueline Mackay, 
Assistant Vice President for Stu­
dent Services, opened the meeting 
at 8 p.m. to a crowd of mostly 
freshmen and sophomores.
The first issue addressed was 
the necessity for student accounts 
to be paid in full. “Everyone’s fi­
nancial aid account must be com­
pletely up to date,” said Fr. Sicard. 
This includes all tuition, fines, and 
outstanding parking tickets.
If a student does not have a zero 
balance on their account, they can­
not put down a deposit for hous­
ing, explained Fr. Sicard. In this 
unfortunate event, one student’s 
failure to pay all outstanding fees 
will affect all his or her roommates’ 
abilities to secure an apartment.
bers of the Providence Police 
Department.
The Administration was 
well represented by Rev. J. 
Stuart McPhail, Vice-Presi­
dent of Student Services; 
James Reilly, the attorney re­
tained by Student Congress 
since 1982; Dr. Ann Coleman, 
Counseling Services; Carolyn 
Ryan. Director of Off-Campus 
Housing; and Phillip Reiily, 
Chief of Security.
Three officers from the 
City of Providence Police De­
partment were also present to 
explain police procedures with 
off-campus incidents. They 
were Ll. Paul Fitzgerald, who 
has been closely involved with 
the PC community for the last 
ten years; Sgt. Tom Campbell, 
Supervisor; and Officer Timo­
thy McGann, community po­
lice officer with an office in the
Security, Page 3
Fr. Sicard reminded all 
present this is the final year for 
apartment retention, and only 
members of the junior class are 
allowed to participate in reten­
tion.
“In the future we are going 
to base housing applications 
strictly on academic year,” said 
Fr. Sicard. Residence Life be­
gan “phasing out” the retention 
process last year, and they hope 
eliminating this option will im­
prove the selection process for 
upperclassmen.
“Our goal in this [phasing 
out] is to make sure juniors and 
seniors have top priority in the 
housing process,” Fr. Sicard 
said.
Fr. Sicard briefly stated the 
retention process for seniors 
staying on campus: students 
must pick up a retention form 
at Residence Life, complete the 
form, and attach each 
roommate’s yellow deposit re­
ceipt of $ 100. The apartment 
is automatically retained after 
the completed fomi and receipts 
are returned to Residence Life, 
and they must be dropped off 
by Tuesday, November 24.
Seniors moving off campus 
are allowed to sign leases at any 
time. However, they must have 
a request for off-campus hous-
Housing, page 3
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City (Beats News Briefs
Turn Up the Radio
For all of you who are from out of state, and are 
having a hard time finding a decent radio station, 
maybe this will help.
95.5 WBRU FM- “The Cutting Edge of Rock” is 
broadcasted from Brown University. If you are a big 
fan of Third Eye Blind, Pearl Jam or Days of The New 
tune in to this station. It brings you the freshest modem 
rock. Rolling Stone recognized WBRU as one of only 
ten stations in the country that doesn’t “suck”. WBRU 
is famous for releasing new songs first and will also keep 
you updated on the latest concert listings. This station 
has a pretty young and enthusiastic tone. You will find 
yourself turning up the volume multiple times while 
listening. You will hear BNL, Lenny Kravitz, Beastie 
Boys, Cake and many more. Every Friday at 7:00 p.m., 
they count down WBRU’s most requested songs. On 
weekdays at noon 95.5 will take you back to the 80’s 
playing The Smiths, Duran Duran, The Cure and many 
more. You will find yourself saying, “I haven’t heard 
this song in a while.”
92.3 PRO FM- This station might be perfect for 
you, if you’re in the right mood. If it’s not your type of 
music the station is capable of annoying you to the point 
of leaping to the tuner to change stations. On the other 
hand, you could love its wide variety of music they play. 
The occasional Back Street Boys song can be fun for a 
while, I guess, but the station will redeem itself with 
playing the latest Dave Matthews Band song to keep you 
listening. But don’t waste your time waiting, hoping the 
next song after R. Kelly will be semi-decent. This station
should be pre-set on your stereo.....if you’re in the eighth
grade. If you keep this station on too long, listen at your 
own risk. I am warning your ears now, you may hear 
Mariah Carey, In Sync, Celine Dion or Usher. This 
station is a favorite for late night call in requests for The 
Cowl.
94.5 FM “Jammin”- This is a Boston station, but 
fortunately for the hiphop/pop/rap lovers, it comes in in 
Providence too. 94.5 will get you pumped to go out, 
perfect for pre-gaming too, and you might find yourself 
dancing the whole way to your favorite late night 
establishment. Beware of cheesy slow jams, but I think 
you will enjoy the beat of most of the songs. You will be 
listening to artists such as Brandy, Puff Daddy, Will 
Smith, Nicole, Mace and Master P.
103.7 WPX FM “The Classic Rock Station” 
Everyday they celebrate an artist’s birthday or a moment 
in Classic Rock History with the Special Order of the 
day. Feel free to call in with your requests. Most of us 
were not bom in the 60’s, but some wish we were. 103.7 
will bring you the best hits from the 60’s and 70’s. You 
will hear bands such as, The Doors, The Allman Brothers, 
Led Zeppelin, The Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan and Pink 
Floyd.
101.5 WWBB FM “B101” brings oldies to 
Providence, RI, I know it’s a bit of a time warp, but you 
don’t have to be 45 years old to enjoy Elvis. WWBB 
will take you back 20 to 30 years. You will be able to 
hear what your parents listened to when they were your 
age. Can you find any similarities between The 
Temptations and Radiohead? The Monkees, The Byrds, 
The Beatles and The Four Seasons are some bands you 
will hear. Although these songs are old and outdated, 
they’re not bad to sing along to.
91.3 WDOM- If none of these stations catch your 
attention, we have our very own radio station here at 
Providence College, 91.3. It plays everything from 
Classical Jazz music to Urban Beats. In between Buffalo 
Tom or R.E.M you can listen to PC news or talkshows. 
Students are encouraged to call in and voice their views 
while the talkshow is on air. If your curious about whats 
going on in the world, turn on 91.3 at 5:10 p.m., when 
Erica Vonlderstein 01’ reports the news. This station 
will play the obvious college mainstream music, but they 
also play underground music not heard on most stations.
Christine Campbell ’01
Registration
Registration for the Spring of 1999 encountered some me­
chanical problems. On November 18th, a glitch in the sys­
tem occurred in the telephone registration system. The times 
were not registering in the system, preventing students from 
registering at their appointed slots.
“The system was remedied,” said Anne Barrone, Head of 
Academic Scheduling. “We had no control or idea it had 
happened.”
Barrone went on to say that as soon as they were alerted 
to the problem, they immediately called Dr. Thomas Canavan, 
Vice President of Academic Administration, as well as com­
puter services.
She cited a bad paramater as the glitch in the system, some­
thing out of their control. Barrone stated, “It was only the 
Class of 2001 that was affected. Those who had afternoon 
appointments were unable to register.” She was adamant 
that no underclassmen registered before juniors and seniors.
Bake Sale
On Wednesday, November 18th many PC students, call­
ing themselves Students for a New Democratic Society, held 
a bake sale for the Providence College Administration out­
side of both Alumni and Raymond cafeterias.
Signs set up at the tables said the money would be do­
nated in hopes that it will benefit minority and athletic schol­
arships.
“We are trying to give the administration a helping hand 
with their financial situation using a bake sale,” said cookie 
seller, Amy Andreucci ’00.
Emily Vellano ’99 added, “The administration claims to 
no have enough money for minorities and sports so we are 
trying to help them with scholarships funds.”
Overall, the bake sale raised over two hundred dollars and 
they will donate to the administration before Thanksgiving 
break.
Bake Sale Table Outside of Alumni Cafeteria
Meningitis
Update
Meningitis - Meningococcal
Meningitis is an inflammation 
of the lining of the brain and spi­
nal cord caused by either viruses 
or bacteria.
Bacterial Meningitis occurs 
rarely and sporadically through­
out the year. It is an acute bacte­
rial disease characterized by sud­
den onset, with fever which rises 
suddenly, intense headache, nau­
sea, and often vomiting, stiff neck, 
and frequently a petechial rash 
with pink maculas or, very rarely, 
vesicles. Delirium and coma of­
ten appear. Because meningococ­
cal meningitis can cause grave ill­
ness and rapidly progress to death, 
it requires early diagnosis and 
treatment. In contrast to viral 
meningitis, persons who have had 
close contact with a case should 
seek immediate medical attention 
and will require prophylactic 
therapy.
* Practice good personal hy­
giene and sensible health habits. 
If any of the above signs or symp­
toms develop, seek medical atten­
tion immediately.
* Getting early medical advice 
when a person has fever, stiff 
neck, and headache, especially 
when meningitis has been re­
ported in the community can be 
lifesaving.
Tips from 
Security 
Break-In’s
' Please take your valu­
ables with you! Anyone who 
needs to leave valuables in 
a safe place may do so in Fr. 
McPhail’s office. There 
have been a large amount of 
off-campus break-in’s this 
semester. Take care of your 
property!
Parking
All students are reminded 
not to bring your cars back 
to the College after Thanks­
giving break. There are no 
parking spaces available. 
There are no temporary 
stickers available.
Unauthorized cars on 
campus will be ticketed and 
are susceptible to being 
towed.
Thank you for your co­
operation.
Judicial
Renderings
Charge: Student
Charged with Indecent 
Expression
1. Indecent Expression 
(Page 38, #19)
Guilty
The following sanction 
has been imposed by his 
office:
1.25 Hours In-Kind Res­
titution
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Introducing...
Amigos Unidos
PC’s Latin American Student Organization
by Kate Schartner ’01
News Staff
The lack of diversity on the 
Providence College campus has 
been an ongoing debate. Are 
you interested in learning more 
about different cultures?
Founded in 1992, Amigos 
Unidos, Providence College’s 
chapter of the Latin American 
Student Organization, is an in­
clusive way to experience and 
become educated about the 
Latino culture.
Members of the organization 
are diverse in itself. The fifteen 
to thirty members include 
Latinos, African and Asian 
Americans, and Caucasians.
“We are open to everybody 
on campus,” said Oscar 
Mayorga ’01, the President of 
Amigos Unidos. “Our main 
purpose is to learn about the 
Latin American world in a safe 
and fun way.”
According to Mayorga, there 
are nineteen different countries 
in Latin America and it is im­
portant to experience all aspects 
of their cultures. Amigos 
Unidos uses fun as their tech­
nique in educating the Provi­
dence College community.
Security Forum Addresses 
Off-Campus Safety
-Security-
Continued from page 1
neighborhood.
Lt. Fitzgerald described the
community ten years ago by 
saying the neighbors were 
“screaming for heads [of PC 
students],” but that it has 
calmed since.
One of the primary problems 
is with cars being broken into. 
This has increased steadily over 
the last six weeks and the po­
lice are sending out officers in 
plain clothes in hopes of arrest­
ing the culprits. It has also been 
a problem on campus and mea­
sures were also taken by on- 
campus security.
Another major issue raised 
concerned the accountability of 
apartment landlords. Ryan said 
all landlords are held account­
able to the City’s Minimum 
Housing Codes Standard. Each 
apartment is inspected every 
two years but if there is a prob­
lem, Ryan suggested calling 
Code Enforcement, and they 
will inspect the apartment as 
soon as possible.
“We can not blacklist land­
lords but we do include proper­
ties on our off-campus lists that 
we do not think would be good 
for students to live in,” ex­
plained McPhail.
Another issue raised by 
some students was the statistics 
published in the annual Security 
Handbook regarding crimes.
Fr. McPhail cited Federal 
legislation for the publishing of 
on-campus crimes. This legis­
lation calls only for the publish­
ing of on-campus crimes and 
not off-campus crimes.
When it was suggested the
They hold dance lessons, 
Spanish poetry readings, and the 
annual Latino Expo which in­
cludes a live Merengue band 
and free food.
“We want people to put a 
face to it,” said Mayorga about 
the Latino culture.
The organization has four 
people on their executive board
Amigos Unidos is all inclusive. 
We want you all to attend,
please come and share with us. 
~ Oscar Mayorga ’01, President
and a student advisor. The stu- American culture.
dent advisor is automatically 
the club’s president from the 
previous year and advises the 
executive board on how to run 
events. For the 1998-99 school 
year, Amigos Unidos’ student 
advisor is Gloria Anglon ’99. 
Grace Gonzalez ’99 is the 
club’s vice president, Lissette 
Alvarado ’01 is the treasurer, 
and the secretary is Jacky Ferrer 
’01.
At each Amigos Unidos 
meeting, an executive board
statistics should include off- 
campus crimes, Fr. McPhail 
said, “We [PC] would be in vio­
lation of Federal law by adding 
or subtracting to it.”
“We issue what the Federal 
Government orders us to do. 
We are obliged to do what we 
do,” further explained Fr. 
McPhail.
McPhail also explained how 
his office displays all the inci­
The Student Body has 
to become active in report­
ing crimes. Otherwise 
they are not going to show
up in the statistics.
dent reports on the Security 
Board in lower Slavin.
Reilly explained how the 
Security Office coordinates the 
police details on the weekend 
and on days of increased traf­
fic. When it was suggested PC 
Security get more involved off 
campus, he explained Security 
would be out of its jurisdiction.
The idea was also suggested 
to include Providence Police 
among PC Security personnel, 
like at Brown University; but 
Reilly said this has not been
considered.
Students also raised a con­
cern about breaking and enter­
ing of apartments. Ryan sug­
gested keeping the exterior door
member is in charge of running 
a special event to help members 
learn more about the Latino cul­
ture. According to Mayorga, 
these events include poetry 
readings, studies on important 
Latin American figures, and 
even a question and answer pe­
riod to help the members ex­
press their concerns on the Latin
Not only does the club run 
special events during their 
meetings, they organize special 
events for the whole campus. 
This past September was His­
panic Heritage month, and one 
event the organization held was 
a Spanish poetry reading at a 
BOP Coffeehouse. Also, this 
past October 15th, Amigos 
Unidos held a Spanish mass in 
Aquinas Chapel. After the mass 
they held a Spanish dance party 
where free food was served.
locked at all times and putting 
timers on a couple of lights to 
give the impression people are 
home. She stressed the impor­
tance of this with the upcoming 
holidays when students will be 
away from their school apart­
ments.
Many students have had se­
curity systems installed in their 
apartments.
A question was asked re­
garding double jeopardy for 
fines. Some activities commit­
ted off campus violate both city/ 
state laws as well as PC regula­
tions.
Atty. Reilly said “There are 
situations where you can be 
punished in both systems.”
He also explained incidents 
where 40 to 50 students were 
arrested and he would tell the 
judge the actions the College 
was going to take, and the judge 
would take these into consider­
ation.
One of the last issues raised 
by the students regarded sexual 
assault.
According to Coleman there 
are two ways to proceed with
December 2nd thru the 9th, 
Amigos Unidos will be selling 
“Santa-grams” in Raymond 
Cafeteria during lunch and din­
ner hours. For one or two dol­
lars a student can purchase ei­
ther three candy canes or a 
stocking filled with candy and 
send it to a special person along 
with a message.
The largest event held by 
Amigos Unidos is their Latino 
Expo. The fourth annual Latino 
Expo at Providence College will 
be held on April 17th in ’64 
Hall.
“It is a night that consists of 
real food and entertainment,” 
said Mayorga. He added that 
this year Amigos Unidos is try­
ing to hire a live Merengue band 
for the event.
The Amigos Unidos organi­
zation meets bi-weekly on Tues­
days at 6:30 pm. in Slavin 120. 
Their last meeting for the fall 
semester will be held on De­
cember 1st.
“Amigos Unidos is all-inclu­
sive. We want you all to at­
tend,” said Mayorga. “Please 
come and share with us.”
Amigos Unidos is 
located in Slavin 111B
reporting. The first is anony­
mous reporting through the 
Counseling Center, and they can 
hold the victim’s name in con­
fidence. The other way is 
through Student Services, Secu­
rity, or the Providence Police 
Department.
“Most students do not report 
and those that do go anony­
mous,” explained Coleman. 
“The majority of victims will 
not go beyond anonymous re­
porting.”
Some students cited the lack 
of sexual assault in the annual 
Security handbook. McPhail 
explained how they must be 
able to document the incident in 
order to publish it and many vic­
tims do not testify.
The police department is 
only contacted if the victim 
chooses so.
Coleman expressed how, “It 
hurts to hear the ‘Administra­
tion’ does nothing,” regarding 
the perception that the College 
covers up sexual harassment.
Liddy feels, “We accom­
plished what we set out to do 
today, which is to discuss what 
actually occurs in our commu­
nity ... but unless we communi­
cate to the student body what we 
discussed and learned, this fo­
rum will have been useless.”
Kennedy expressed how the 
“student body has to become 
active in reporting crimes. Oth­
erwise they are not going to 
show up in the statistics.”
Security Numbers
Emergency 2222
Non-Emergency 239]
Apartment
Selection
Explained
-Housing-
Continued From Page 1
ing signed by Residence Life. 
The lottery for the remain­
ing apartments will be held in 
Aquinas Lounge on Wednesday 
and Thursday, December 9th 
and l()th. For inclusion in the 
lottery students must submit a 
$ 100 deposit to Residence Life, 
and receive a yellow deposit 
receipt which serves as a lottery 
ticket. The deposit must be sub­
mitted by Monday, December 
1.
Priority will be given to jun­
iors who did not get apartments 
in last year’s lottery, said Fr. 
Sicard. Thesejuniors, “will be 
the first to be assigned lottery 
times, beginning at twelve 
noon,” he said.
Each roommate will receive 
a different lottery time on a blue 
card in their mailbox, but stu­
dents can use the best time in 
their group. “Whoever has the 
best lottery lime in the group is 
the time you should show up to 
reserve the apartment,” said Fr. 
Sicard.
Fr. Sicard stressed the im­
portance of bringing all the nec­
essary requirements to Aquinas 
for selecting an apartment. 
Each roommate’s student ID 
along with each lottery card 
should be brought to the selec­
tion. Again, Fr. Sicard stressed 
the importance of the group 
making sure all fees are paid 
and all important articles are 
brought to the lottery.
“You can act on behalf of the 
group | if not all roommates at­
tend the selection], but every­
one has to have done everything 
they needed to do,” he said.
Fr. Sicard offered a word of 
advice to all students hoping to 
retain a six-man apartment. In 
the event all six-man apart­
ments are taken, students 
should look for another group 
of six, and be prepared to split 
into three groups of four. A 
backup plan for four-man apart­
ments is a good idea, he said.
Although priority will not be 
given to seven-man arrange­
ments, students may fit seven 
in an apartment if they wish, 
added Sicard.
1’he twenty minute meeting 
was wrapped up with one 
junior’s praise of the much- 
improved selection process. 
“This is so much belter than it 
was last year. I just wanted to 
thank you,” she said.
Mackay was also enthusias­
tic about this year’s improve­
ments. “I applaud the work of 
the Residence Life Office in 
putting this together. I am re­
ally delighted,” she said.
Have an 
opinion?
Can you write?
Editorials may 
be for you.
Contact Marcus 
Dowling, 
Editorials Editor 
@ x2214
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Buy one, get one free- at Subway Restaurants! Only the 
Studcuft Value Package2 * 4gives you so much for so little.
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Sandwiches
1. Purchase a six-inch Subway* Sandwich and a 21-ounce soft drink and get a second six-inch Subway* Sandwich and 21-ounce soft drink of equal or lesser price free upon presentation of a Student 
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Go To Your
Room!
Saddam, Iraq, and 
Your Little Brother
By Marcus Dowling ’00
Editorials Editor
I grew up a mischievous child, as all 
of us do. I never really did anything hor­
ribly wrong, but I was just bad enough 
to where, on occasion, I had the honor of 
being punished for some grave misdeed, 
such as using foul language, or not clean­
ing up the nuclear holocaust which my 
room often became. But, there comes a 
point where, eventually the worst of chil­
dren will either grow from that behavior 
into a productive member of society, or 
allow their behavior to degenerate fur­
ther, and become a non-productive blight 
upon society (Don’t get bored just 
yet...this is all leading somewhere).
Recently, in Iraq, Saddam Hussein has 
decided to take the route of the petulant 
young child described above, in his op­
position to allowing United Nations 
weapons inspectors to check for any 
buildup of chemical weapons in his ar­
senal. In a move comparable to not al­
lowing your mother to check in your 
closet after you have cleaned your room, 
due to the amount of garbage stored
lying” American forces were coming for 
his ouster, hid in a furnished underground 
bunker, safe from danger. Not quite a back­
yard treehouse with a rope ladder, but, 
technology is powerful in the wrong hands. 
What the United States, and the rest of the 
world failed to realize is a simple lesson 
we all learned in elementary school. Never 
back a bully into a corner. He will always 
come back to haunt you in the end! And, 
as was just stated, Saddam Hussein has 
remained a thorn in the collective side of 
the world since 1991. Every few months, 
it is reported that Iraqi troops are moving 
towards the Kuwaiti border or that planes 
are illegally flying near the 36th parallel. 
Yet again Saddam is “throwing spitballs” 
at the world community, laughing merrily 
all the way, probably filled with the knowl­
edge that he could, at any moment obliter­
ate anyone he wishes.
Saddam Hussein is a degenerate. With­
out a doubt fitting the profile of your fa­
vorite “insert name here” bully from your 
youth. However, in seriousness, he needs 
to be stopped. I have never been a fan of 
the United States playing military supplier
In a move comparable to not 
allowing your mother to check 
in your closet after you have 
cleaned your room, due to the 
amount of garbage stored 
within, Saddam Hussein has 
stamped his feet, pouted, and 
blown a wet “raspberry” at the 
entire world community.
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within, Saddam Hussein has stamped his 
feet, pouted, and blown a wet “raspberry” 
at the entire world community. Not only 
is this behavior deplorable and utterly 
ridiculous, it has also led to a buildup of 
American troops in the Persian Gulf, 
waiting for the call from the Commander- 
in-Chief to take military action. This situ­
ation, in light of other situations around 
the world, such as the pitiable state which 
the Russian economy finds itself, shows 
how far, and quickly the global political 
community has fallen. When folly re­
places policy in the political headlines, 
something must be said.
Conventional wisdom would lead one 
to believe that the entire Iraqi situation 
could have been quickly averted during 
the Persian Gulf conflict. Bomb the coun­
try into oblivion, and it is never a prob­
lem again...unless you pay for its repa­
rations (i.e. Japan). But, even in this situ­
ation, the seeds of the idiocy which we 
now face were planted. Supposedly, 
Saddam Hussein, fearing that the “bul-
to the United Nations, or the rest of the 
free world for that matter. But in his case, 
I think that whatever actions deemed ap­
propriate must be taken. Maybe this is 
my weak psychological call for help. 
After all these years, I could very well 
be acting out my grief and anger at some 
playground buddy of mine, who one day 
became my nightmare incarnate. Over the 
past seven years, Hussein has wielded an 
invisible aura of power over his Iraqi 
domain. Enough is enough. It is time for 
a change. Mr. Hussein has exercised his 
power to obstruct justice and endanger 
lives. Immediate action must be taken. 
By once again using sneaky tactics in 
order to ban United Nations weapons in­
spectors, he deserves swift punishment. 
I wish he were a child, sometimes. 
Maybe, as he prepared another random 
unexplained act of deviousness, his 
mother could just send him to his room 
for a while...it always seemed to work on 
me.
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A Wild Weekend
By Maryssa Reed ’99
Editorials Staff
More than half of the jun­
ior class experienced the fa­
mous three days of partying 
known as the Junior Ring 
Weekend. After weeks of 
preparation from dress selec­
tion to tux rentals and nail ap­
pointments, it is now only a 
memory we can cherish as a 
class. The level of excitement 
preceding the JRW was phe­
nomenal and now we have to 
find something to look for­
ward to. Luckily there was no 
real, major damage done to 
prevent future classes from 
participating in the off-campus 
events. The one thing that can­
not be said is that people did 
not try to destroy anything.
The JRW was one of the 
best times I had here at PC, but 
there are always those little in­
stances you never forget. For 
instance, I really did not expect 
to be hit in the back of the head 
with a small stone from one of 
the table centerpieces while 
slow dancing with my date. 
The waiters and waitresses ac­
tually started removing the 
beautiful centerpieces from the 
tables because the college 
'kids’ were playing with them. 
A classmate tried to make an 
announcement concerning re­
spect for the ballroom, but her 
voice was drowned out by 
screaming students in favor of 
destruction. Many students un­
fortunately had an array of pos­
sessions stolen, from cameras 
to evening bags. It seems kind 
of unsettling that one has to 
keep surveying the scene to 
make certain that his or her be­
longings remain at the table. I
Say “Bye” To 
Buying
By Kaitlyn Pratt ’00
Editorials Staff
Gandhi once said 
that “there is enough on the 
earth for everyone’s need, not 
for everyone’s greed.” Appar­
ently not many people tuned 
in to his words of wisdom, for 
each North American pro­
duces an average of 3.5 
pounds of garbage each day. 
Much of this garbage comes 
from careless purchases and 
addictions to buying goods 
that we could go on breath­
ing without, like lottery tick­
Much of this garbage comes from careless 
purchases and addictions to buying goods 
that we could go on breathing without, like 
lottery tickets and candy bars. It’s time to 
stop the madness!
ets and candy bars. It’s time 
to stop the madness! At least 
for a day, anyway. November 
27, traditionally known as the 
post-Thanksgiving kick-off to 
the holiday shopping season, 
is “International Buy Nothing 
Day.”
Americans have the 
honor of being the most insa­
tiable consumers in the world. 
Television, radio and the ad­
vertising community cater to 
and instigate this 
overconsumptive materialistic
have to admit, the biggest thrill 
of the night was almost step­
ping in yellow vomit in my 
new high heels. I would be 
surprised to find that the em­
ployees that work for these 
places have not already quit. I 
was pretty embarrassed for the 
class as a whole and to say that 
most of people were twenty 
years or older. It is hard to un­
derstand why students think 
they should be treated with re­
spect as mature adults by other 
adults when acting in such a 
way. It is important for us to 
respect our college and not let 
it be known for such behavior. 
We want PC to be respected for 
sports, clubs, and things of that 
nature, but what about the stu­
dent behavior? The student 
body at PC is very lucky to 
have had the opportunity to 
attend college here and we 
should not degrade our name.
I think the best part of the 
JRW was seeing our whole 
class sharing the excitement of 
the weekend together. Mostly 
everyone was out on the dance 
floor celebrating the JRW as a 
class. Most of the junior class 
was able to spend time with 
other classmates they usually 
do not see, and in some in­
stance even make new friends. 
It does not seem like our class 
partakes in enough events as a 
whole and the JRW was a time 
to do so. Hopefully students 
will realize that they do not 
have to throw things and vomit 
on the floor in order to have a 
good time. Even though the 
weekend was filled madness, 
it was great to see our class 
having such a great time. We 
definitely deserve it.
culture. Advertisements en­
courage dissatisfaction and 
greed. The resulting uncon­
trolled consumption widens 
the gap between the poor and 
rich. Environmental and so­
cially productive policies ap­
parently go out the window to 
make room for consumer de­
sires . . . And the Christmas 
decorations at Macy’s. There­
fore, the nemesis of this “buy 
nothing” movement is the up­
coming holiday commercial­
ism.
“Buy Nothing Day” 
originated in Canada seven
years ago with a mission to 
provoke consumers to con­
sider the manner in which they 
spend their money, as well as 
the way products are adver­
tised. I would think that this 
intention is the one thing 
needed in a nation like ours, 
where excess is the norm. The 
goal of this day is to remind 
the consumer that she has the 
power to affect the actions of 
the marketplace, to “just say 
no” to a phony life adorned 
with a holiday bow.
Letters To The Editor
To The Editor,
Since Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P., President of 
the College will be inaugurating the student con­
versations on Tuesday, December 8, 1998, perhaps 
the good father who believes in “fairness and mo­
rality” would also accommodate this old dinosaur 
(graduate ’73) by asking Sodexho to apologize to 
me for refusing to sell a bread roll so that I could 
eat it with a bowl of chicken soup that I purchased 
in Alumni Cafeteria on April 8, 1998. I have men­
tioned this incident in two previous editions of The 
Cowl this year, entitled “No Bread For : One and 
Two” .
I hope and pray that Father Smith will honor my 
request by taking action on this unfortunate inci­
dent.
Sincerely, Russell P. Demoe ’73
Do you like free pizza and 
witty conversation?
Join The Cowl 
Editorial Staff 
for more info, call Marcus 
Dowling at x2214
To The Editor,
I would like to comment on the article by 
John Allen entitled “Equality For All?” We 
disagree with one aspect of his article. He 
stated, “The reason that certain people are 
ditchdiggers and others are CEO’s has to do 
less with opportunity and more to do with 
ability and focus”. We view this as intellec­
tual egotism. Of course, with enough hard 
work and natural ability, one can overcome 
the odds, but does Allen honestly believe 
that opportunities associated with different 
economic backgrounds play only minor 
roles in career paths?
We agree with Allen’s premise that too 
many people believe they are owed some­
thing by society. We take umbrage, how­
ever, to the statement that “welfare programs 
become tantamount to career tracks for the 
slothful.” We are pretty certain Allen knows 
not a soul that has been on welfare, let alone 
a member of his family. In trying to reduce a 
complicated social condition into a few 
blanket statements, which most Providence 
College students will recognize as inad­
equate at best, Allen should be more 
thoughtful before predetermining our lives.
Sincerely,
Mark Costa ’99 and Colin Burns ’99
Is This Democracy?
To The Editor,
After having born witness to
the senseless propaganda as ad­
ministered by the students for 
a more democratic society, 
have come to the conclusion 
that they mean, by their actions 
only to harm this institution. 
For while their cause may be 
noble and just, diversity exist­
ing amongst the most venerable 
of all principles and virtues, 
their method in the attainment 
of this belief only alienates and 
seeks to undermine the proper 
democratic institutions which 
they presently exist.
To expect that any adminis­
tration would yield and submit
By seeking to cause a general uprising 
among the students, their actions can 
only be seen as seditious, by which I 
mean they seek to undermine the very
constitution, and thus all pertaining laws 
perpetuated by this constitution, that 
Providence College was founded upon.
power that has been granted 
and authorized by a proper 
constitution, to an unrecog­
nized representative body and 
their catalog of demands is 
foolish. By subverting and vio­
lating the proper democratic 
modes and means by which all 
concerns of the students of this 
college are addressed and rep­
resented, the students for a 
more democratic society have 
born themselves into holding 
an attitude of totalitarianism.
Keep in mind that when I 
say totalitarianism, I mean to 
express the that specific mode 
of government by which one 
faction seeks to supress all 
oppostition and criticism and 
to control and regiment all so­
cial and cultural activity to fur­
ther the said faction’s own as­
pirations.
Encouraging their platform 
to the people of campus with 
an appeal to force rather than 
reason, the students for a more 
democratic society seek by 
compulsion, to coerce the ad­
ministration into giving into 
their demands. Instead of rea­
son, they chose to adopt a plat­
form in which there is no flex- 
ibility or compromise. They 
seek to control and to regulate 
the diversity of Providence 
College by their means only. 
There are no acceptable con­
ditions to their demands accept 
the full acceptance of them. To 
what good arc they trying to 
achieve?
By seeking to cause a gen­
eral uprising among the stu­
dents, their actions can only be 
seen as seditious, by which I 
mean they seek to undermine 
the very constitution, and thus 
all pertaining laws perpetuated 
by this constitution, that Provi­
dence College was founded 
upon.
Further, by proposing their 
proposition by force, they only 
cause the administration upon 
which falls this force to retali­
ate. The illicit aspersion and 
defamation of the president 
and the administration of this 
institution is a vulgar breach of 
proper parliamentary proce­
dure. Force begets force begets 
stalemate.
The vigilant overture of di­
versity has been and is recog­
nized as being crucial to the
health, betterment, and well 
being of Providence College. 
However, many would be­
come and have become alien­
ated from this purpose be­
cause of the mode in which 
the students for a more demo­
cratic society have chosen to 
achieve their ends.
Only through the free and 
impartial decision permitted 
to the administration, faculty, 
and student representatives 
can diversity be achieved, 
maintained and enhanced. 
For diversity cannot be ex­
pected to evolve and mature 
here on campus, when its per­
petrators the administration
had it forced down their 
throats. Was diversity truly 
achieved in Alabama and Ar­
kansas when the Federal 
Government made such de­
mands?
Only by the sincere and 
peaceful conversion of the 
hearts of administration of 
Providence College to be­
lieving in the rightness and 
sensibility of a diverse racial 
and ethical population and 
faculty here at Providence 
College, can diversity be 
procured for the present and 
the future. For, what good are 
our actions if we do not rec­
ognize the future, and seek 
to make it more eminent.
Daniel R. Blanchard ’99
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To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
Jess Prosser’s letter, printed in 
last week’s Cowl. I should pref­
ace this letter with the fact that 
I speak for myself only - these 
are my opinions about the deci­
sion -1 am in no way the voice 
of the Friar Cell. Last Tuesday, 
the Friar Cell (the student the­
atre organization) decided to 
stop producing “Three Wise 
Men; The Untold Journey.” 
That choice, as Prosser noted, 
was very much influenced by 
the leadership of the Friar Cell 
(what Prosser repeatedly re­
ferred to as the “select few”). 
What must be clarified is unlike 
many other organizations on 
campus, there is no specific 
“president” for the Friar Cell, 
instead, the majors and minors 
who choose to participate as in­
formed members, vote on issues 
that directly pertain to the con­
tinuation of the group and/or 
any work that is done with Friar 
Cell funds.
Next and more importantly, 
the decision to halt the produc­
tion was in no way a comment 
upon the quality of Prosser’s 
work. Although I personally 
consider the work offensive, 
that was not the reason for the 
Friar Cell's decision to cancel 
the play. In fact, Prosser and his 
cast and crew have received 
ample encouragement to pro­
duce the play in another arena. 
In other words, Friar Cell does 
not advocate the production of 
such a play in a Catholic insti­
tution with Catholic funds, but 
it has in no way discouraged the 
cast and crew from producing 
their play elsewhere. What 
must be understood is “free 
speech” does not translate “any­
thing goes.” There are respon­
sibilities that accompany an in­
stitution like Providence Col­
lege. The Friar Cell acted be­
cause there was sufficient con­
cern whether this play could be 
cause for future censorship 
Friar Cell chose to be proactive. 
When it became clear this play 
was offensive to the Catholic 
faith it became necessary for the 
Friar Cell to reevaluate whether 
the group was the appropriate 
organization to sponsor the 
work.
Fact: the Friar Cell is sup­
portive of provocative theatre. 
Fact: Friar Cell chose not to
produce this play.
These are not compatible. Friar 
Cell is not afraid to support 
what they consider necessary. 
Also, it should be noted that one 
of the one-act plays going up 
December 4 is both provocative 
and controversial and it is still 
being produced. The issue here 
is recognizing the regime of ide­
ology that exists at PC and re­
specting it.
The decision to stop produc­
ing “Three Wise Men: The Un­
told Journey” is not a comment 
that Friar Cell will not produce 
a work that challenges or ques­
tion Christianity. The decision 
is, however, that Prosser’s work 
is not going to be the play that 
sets the precedent. While it is 
noteworthy that Prosser would 
agree to change some of the 
lines in his play, too much of it 
was offensive. I am not sure 
how much would have been left 
if he removed all that was inap­
propriate for production at this 
college. The exchange between 
Mary and Joseph just prior to 
Jesus’ birth illustrate just how 
offensive the work is,
“Joseph: Can you hold it? 
Mary: No I can’t hold it
(Yiddish word). It’s a baby for 
God’s sake! What’s the matter 
with you?
Joseph: Sorry. I’ll go in and 
see if they have any rooms 
available.
Mary: Don’t haggle with di­
vine providence either, (quietly) 
you cheap bastard. I swear I’d 
trade my virginity for a bed right 
now. (Joe returns.) I don’t like 
that look on your face.
Joseph: The manager says 
there are no more rooms avail­
able but there is a manger in the 
back. There’s some straw we 
can sleep on as long as you 
don’t mind giving birth in front 
of some barnyard animals and 
a couple of shepherds, the place 
is ours.
Mary: What do you think 
Joseph? I have the world’s big­
gest Motza ball pushing its way 
out of my (Yiddish word). Yes! 
We’ll take the frigging barn. 
(She gets into the wheelbar­
row.)”
This quote demonstrates why I 
question whether the work is 
anything more than a blatant 
mockery of the Christian faith. 
If nothing else, the play lacks 
any respect for Christianity. 
Providence College should not 
fund this work.
Prosser wrote, “The reason 
the play was pulled was because 
members of the Friar Cell, a se­
lect few that is felt that the brew­
ing controversy would bring 
heavier censorship in the fu­
ture.” Not only is this inaccu­
rate, it is ridiculous. If our art 
is controversial, so be it. Con­
troversy is not something the 
Friar Cell deliberately strives 
for, or that it purposely resists. 
That is a mute point. Also, the 
Friar Cell is one of the only (if 
not the only) student organiza­
tions on this campus with abso­
lute freedom about what it pro­
duces. The student organized 
Friar Cell has absolute author­
ity over production decisions 
(the Friar Cell need not seek 
approval from the Theatre fac­
ulty or any of the College’s ad­
ministration). This privilege is 
immense and it must be accom­
panied by responsible decisions. 
If the Friar Cell demonstrates 
that it cannot differentiate be­
tween appropriately and bla­
tantly offensive, then the orga­
nization could loose its right to 
sovereignty. It is truly unfortu­
nate that Prosser’s work was 
initially approved and then 
deemed inappropriate for this 
college. The cast and crew of 
the show are rightfully disap­
pointed. The decision, how­
ever, was necessary.
I hope the motivation for the 
Friar Cell decision to stop pro­
ducing Prosser’s play is under­
stood. Friar Cell was not afraid 
of controversy. Friar Cell did 
not pass judgment about the 
quality of Prosser’s play. Friar 
Cell simply chose to recognize 
the institution in which it exists 
and acted as a responsible, free 
organization in that community. 
Friar Cell considered the pos­
sible implications of producing 
this play and realized that the 
future of the organization’s free 
governing Could have been 
jeopardized. As for Prosser’s 
comment, “Just remember ev­
eryone, it is okay to be self ex­
pressive on this campus, just as 
long as you don’t express your­
self,” perhaps he should con­
sider that Providence College 
has no interest in funding some­
thing that mocks all that it is 
founded upon. There is suffi­
cient reason why Prosser’s “Un­
told Journey” will remain un­
told by the Friar Cell.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Bradford ’99
/
An Individual’s Opinion
To The Editor,
For those of you who are
not up on the latest current 
events on campus, this quick 
synopsis is for you.
Last week there was an ar­
gument in a public forum be­
tween myself and the president 
of the Friars Club, Matt 
Altenburger. The discussion 
was over the neccessity and 
validity of the club. Though 
several shots were taken at 
both sides about their personal 
feelings, that was not the in­
tent or focus of the discussion.
I have several problems 
with some members of the Fri­
ars Club, though that is not the 
aim of my argument, for those 
problems are for another forum 
at another time. My goal now 
is to state my feelings on the
issues, not the people.
First, I do not believe that 
the club is needed. They may 
have been at one time, though 
they are not now. They per­
form tasks that are also per­
formed by several other orga­
nizations on campus.
The Admissions Ambassa­
dors give tours, though they 
are only when the Friars Club 
cannot. Let’s examine this. 
The ambassadors are the first 
people that the pre-frosh meet, 
and answer all preliminary 
questions that they have. Then 
the vistors are handed off like 
a football to the people in the 
yellow jackets for a tour. If the 
ambassadors are good enough 
to substitute for the Friars, and 
are the first PC students that
K________________________
To The Editor,
In a recent Cowl commen­
tary entitled “The Veritas” 
About Our PC Community’”, 
the student body was branded 
as “pathetic,” “narrow­
minded,” and “socially igno­
rant.” The article maintains 
that PC students are generally 
ignorant regarding controver­
sial subjects as abortion and 
homosexuality. As a vibrant 
campus pro-life group, we feel 
obligated to respond to such 
blatant misrepresentations. 
The members of PC for Life 
stand firmly committed to re­
specting the sanctity of life in 
all forms. We express this
The members of PC for Life stand 
firmly committed to respecting the 
sanctity of life in all forms. We 
express this committment in both 
our words and our actions.
committment in both our words 
and our actions. Some examples 
of our activism regarding our 
position include the volunteer­
ing of our time at Spring House, 
a home for pregnant women in 
need of assistance and spiritual 
support. The group also at­
tended a stirring presentation by 
Ms. Norma McCorvey, the lead 
plaintiff in the infamous Roe 
vs. Wade case which legalized 
abortion twenty-five years ago. 
Ms. McCorvey’s recent conver­
sion to the Pro-Life movement 
and the Catholic faith enlight­
ened us regarding perspectives 
on both sides of the abortion is­
sue.
Furthermore, the column 
criticized the PC community for 
a lack of “sit-ins and demonstra­
tion” as a means of student ac­
tivism. Our participation in the 
recent Walk for Life in 
Cranston, RI, and on a grander
the newcomers meet, then it 
stands to reason that the Friars 
are not neccessary for this duty.
Another job that the Friars 
perform is at hockey games. I 
do not fully understand what 
they do here, as I have worked 
several hockey games as a 
member of the sports informa­
tion staff and do not see the Fri­
ars do anything before, during 
or after the game. If they per­
form some job that is very im­
portant, I am curious as to what 
it is. This job seems pointless.
Finally, Friars are respon­
sible to be at commencement 
weekend and at Parents Week­
end. I truly do not see the need 
for the Friars here. They stand 
across campus and act as direc­
tional aides to families. Since 
the parents are with their chil­
dren, who presumably attends 
Providence College, I should 
think they know their way 
around. Once again, this is a 
useless duty.
I commend the members of 
the club for the time they dedi­
cate to the club, however, the 
duties they perform are not 
neccessary nor important for the 
college community.
I have one other gripe with 
the club, and that is it’s mem­
bership policy. The purpose of 
the club is to aid the commu­
nity and help represent the col­
lege and it’s members. If that 
is the case all who want to help 
should be allowed. Unfortu­
nately, this is not the case.
There is an interview process
scale our yearly participation in 
the March for Life in Washing­
ton D.G.,- are two such examples 
of the student activism that the 
column mentions. Our mem­
bers’ peaceful protests outside 
abortion clinics is further evi­
dence of such activism. Our so­
cial consciousness regarding 
life issues will continue to thrive 
throughout the school year by 
means of life campaigns de­
signed to foster awareness 
throughout the larger PC com­
munity. PC for Life is only a 
part of a larger Camous Minis­
try effort to promote student 
conciousness. Our organization 
also includes such groups as
Pax Christi, which raises aware­
ness toward such issues as do­
mestic violence by means of 
prayer vigils which identify the 
often nameless vetims of this 
crime. The accusation of student 
apathy can be further disputed 
by looking toward our Pastoral 
Service Organization (PSO), 
and its longtime commitment to 
the betterment of the commu­
nity outside the walls of the col­
lege through community ser­
vice.
We would like to invite all 
PC students to participate in our 
committment to social issues 
affecting our larger community 
by attending our bi-monthly 
meetings, and by marching with 
us for life in Washington, D.C. 
in January. The march is a pow­
erful and beatiful demonstration 
of our dedication ’towards the 
preservation of life.
-PC for Life
whereby students are all but 
measured on their worth 
and ability to help the com­
munity. After the interview 
process, a closed door 
members only meeting 
takes place to vote on 
which candidates are ac­
cepted into the fold. This 
is.a poor way to select from 
the community. I reiterate:
All who want to help 
should be allowed to do so.
The Friars are upset at 
the elitist reputation they 
have acquired throughout 
the last few years. Well, all 
I have to say about that is 
they should make a better 
attempt at reaching out and 
including the rest of the 
college community, faculty 
and students in some way. 
Refine your membership 
policy. These are ways to 
improve on your public 
image. Unfortunately, the 
chance of this happening is 
slim, as ther has been no 
precedent in the past for it.
I personnally believe 
that the club has outlived 
it’s usefullness, and should 
be either redefined or elimi­
nated entirely. Change is 
needed, and until the club 
and administration ac­
knowledges this fact they 
will continue to deal with 
the negative publicity they 
have created for them­
selves.
Joe Valenzano ’00
/ >> 
Recently, The
Cowl has 
addressed
some rather 
controversial 
issues. We, as 
the editorial
staff would 
welcome and
respect all 
responses to
articles
written.
As always, no 
articles can be
printed 
anonymously, 
but names can
be held by 
request.
And please note that 
opinions expressed 
in the Commentary 
section do not 
necessarily reflect 
the opinions of each 
member of 
The Cowl staff.
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Voices on
Arts and Entertainment
the Verge
By Jessica Tabak ’01
Asst. A&E Editor
For those of you who believe 
that emotive music is dead, that 
modern lyrics have become a 
dollar-a-cliche deal, or that the 
best songwriters all died before 
you were born- sit tight. I offer 
hope for your cynical minds. It 
comes in the form of Voices on 
the Verge, a group of four solo 
singer-songwriters who played 
together around the nation this 
fall at packed venues like the 
Iron Horse in Boston. I was 
lucky enough to catch these re­
freshingly talented women at a 
very full AS220 on Wednesday, 
November 11 th. What I got was 
a show in which each artist 
showcased her songwriting tal­
ents while at the same time al­
lowing her songs to be uniquely 
enhanced by the accompani­
ment of the other women.
“What makes Voices on the 
Verge great is that you have four 
distinct songwriters,” offered 
Erin McKeown, one of those 
lovely voices, in a phone inter­
view with me last Thursday. 
“That’s where it begins, because 
when you start with a distinct 
song you then create a distinct 
clothing for that song.” Each 
of the women is then able to sort 
of slip into each other’s songs 
as though the songs were a worn 
jacket. When I asked how this 
was possible, Erin supplied that 
“the four of us get along phe­
nomenally, like a unit where we 
don’t even have to speak. We 
just read off of each other. I was 
originally very skeptical about 
this (tour) coming across as 
therapy, or a big sleepover...but 
it’s not. We all, at the core, are 
full, complete, and very strong 
women.”
Not to mention distinct. Sit­
ting in my little corner of the 
room, hot chocolate in one hand
A Haven of a Diner
By Katie Fournier ’99
A&E Staff and
Assistant to the Editor
Anyone looking for the per­
fect late-night alternative to the 
Providence College Yuck Truck 
should head downtown to the 
Haven Bros. Diner. Most 
people, on their trips into the 
heart of Providence, have seen 
this small silver truck with the 
glowing red letters. For four 
years I have passed this curious 
eatery, wanting to stop but never 
taking the time. Finally on 
Monday evening I made the 
time, propelled by both a gnaw­
ing hunger and a nagging news­
paper deadline.
The Haven Bros. Diner has 
its own designated parking spot 
on the corner of Dorrance and 
Westminster Streets, next to 
City Hall. The diner, the oldest 
of its kind on wheels, is no big­
ger than the kitchen of a six- 
man apartment; but there is 
room for a few stools and the 
counter.
and super-naughty cream 
cheese coffee cake in the other, 
I ate up each of the women’s 
distinctive styles with more fer­
vor than I did my food. There 
was a hearty portion of some­
thing for every musical taste. 
Searching for tunes sung with 
extreme emotional and vocal 
clarity? Try Beth Amsel. Or 
folk infused guitar rhythms with 
some much-needed funk and 
blues? I prescribe a dose of Erin 
McKeown. Looking for a little 
bit of that raw edginess that js a 
radio rarity? The enchanting 
Jess Klein will titillate your 
thirsty ears. Or, perhaps, some­
thing that plays like guitar- 
driven soul, both hard and 
soothing in the smoothness of 
its flow? What you want is 
some Rose Polenzani.
Sounds fabulous, I know, 
(and I assure you it was), but I 
know you all too well, and at 
this point in the game, you are 
pretty curious as to how on earth 
such talents managed to find 
each other. Erin’s version of the 
fable goes something like this.... 
“(Once upon a time), Rose and 
Jess’s manager, who sometimes 
does managing work for me, 
called me up and said, ‘Look, 
I’m putting together this lour 
called Voices on the Verge with 
three other women and I want 
you to be on the tour and can 
you do it?’ The venues that he 
was going to put us in (made it) 
too good to pass up. I didn’t 
really know the other three 
women, (but) I figured it was a 
good way to play some places 
and travel around....but the 
Voices on the Verge thing has 
evolved into something huge, 
(both) emotionally and for the 
audience, and (it’s) so much 
bigger than anyone expected.”
It was bigger than 1 ex­
pected, too, this phenomenon 
that is the show I saw last week.
The food is typical diner- 
fare. Do not go there if you arc 
on a diet. There are hot dogs, 
sandwiches, hamburgers, cook­
ies, and milkshakes. I had a 
great cheeseburger, and my co­
hort Jenn Flynn ’99 gobbled 
down a hot dog topped with 
chili and cheese. “It was good,” 
said Flynn, “and I don’t eat hot 
dogs.”
The customers, like Flynn, 
are advocates of the food. One 
man from Boston claimed that 
the diner’s fast-food is “better 
than the Capital Grille. It’s 
easier, faster, and there’s no pre­
tense.” The Bostonian remem­
bers his days when, as students 
at Boston University, he and his 
buddies got sick of the Boston 
hangouts and headed on down 
to the Haven Bros, in Provi­
dence for coffee.
Many people, like the 
friendly customer from Boston, 
have similar stories about the 
little diner. It is no wonder, 
since the truck has catered to 
hungry people since the 1880’s.
After seeing it, I can also un­
derstand why. Each of the 
women proved herself to be a 
brilliant songwriter, which is 
great. However, what pitched 
the show past great and into the 
stratosphere of the surreal was 
that they were equally brilliant 
performers. Taking turns per­
forming one or two songs of 
their choice, each artist wowed 
me with her individual style and 
genuinely funny banter. Beth, 
whom Erin proclaimed the 
“earth mother” of the four, par­
ticularly wowed me with a lyri­
cally lucid and musically in­
tense love song entitled “Come 
Down.” (Beth informed the au­
dience of some creative obser­
vations that have been made re­
garding the title). It was re­
strained yet expressive, a gem 
of a tune that gave me 
goosebumps on my forearms.
Another highlight was Erin’s 
funk-blues tinged “As Fast as I 
Can.” I saw her perform the 
song earlier this year and liked 
it even better the second time. 
Complete with a healthy one- 
woman groove and some fun 
wordplay, the song would be a 
pretty good representation of 
Erin’s vibe for someone unfa­
miliar with her sound. To get it 
straight from the funkster’s 
mouth, read on....“Most of what 
I write is based on a riff or 
groove concept, and I try to 
(use) words that are fun to 
say....I (also) play around with 
form. A lot of my songs don’t 
necessarily have a verse-cho­
rus-verse-bridge.”
Enjoyable on an entirely dif­
ferent level were Jess Klein’s “I 
Tried” and “The Wading Pool.” 
The latter of these two songs 
was a poignantly bittersweet 
tune about a lover who is a little 
too immature for our witty 
songwriter. The song’s lyrics 
had a lovely tendency to meta-
In 1881, Anna Coffey Haven 
immigrated to Providence from 
Ireland. On January 10th, 1893, 
the “White House Cafe” opened 
on the same corner that the Ha­
ven Bros. Diner stands on today. 
Throughout the beginning of 
this century, the diner changed 
hands until it finally came un­
der the ownership of Savero 
Giusti and Jack Ferry in 1988.
On Monday night, Ivan 
Giusti was managing what has 
become a Providence landmark. 
Giusti has been involved with 
the diner since his father put 
him to work at the early age of 
13. That was twelve years ago, 
and Giusti is still serving up 
french fries and sodas to the 
various customers who enter the 
truck looking for a quick, cheap, 
and tasty meal. He said that the 
key to the diner’s remarkable 
success is a combination of its 
location and ability to satisfy 
customers.
Giusti added that the diner, 
which is open from 5:00 p.m. 
to 3:00 a.m. every day, serves
phorically intertwine with each 
other without losing their clar­
ity. “I Tried,” on the other hand, 
blasted all folk-girl stereotypes 
with its furiously rollicking and 
openly indignant chorus. With 
an edge to her extremely versa­
tile voice (think throaty whis­
per to kinetic wail in three sec­
onds flat) that left no choice but 
to listen to her, Jess was a pow­
erhouse.
Continuing on the power­
house theme, Rose Polenzani’s 
“Faith Love Hope” was a 
simple yet evocative piece of 
smoothly executed punch that 
reminded me a bit of the Amy 
Ray numbers on my Indigo 
Girls CDs. (Incidentally, Rose 
played with the duo at the New­
port Folk Festival over the sum­
mer). All four women (and the 
audience) joined in with harmo­
nies and instrumental accompa­
niment until the crescendoing 
choruses of “faith, love, hope,” 
brimmed over with their sheer 
volume and electricity. Erin 
informed me that “what (Rose) 
is trying to do is create music 
that’s simple but that draws 
strength from that.” And how.
And now, after all of this 
build-up, I have some bad news. 
Alas, the show I saw was the 
last of the tour. However, there
is, as always, hope. “There are 
(already) plans for us to possi­
bly continue,” Erin informed 
me. “I still haven’t processed 
it quite, that I’m a part of 
(Voices). We’re trying to real­
ize that something magical is 
happening.”
Is happening. Was happen­
ing. May happen again in the' 
future. Any way you conjugate
it, the result is sublime.
If you would like to get more 
information on Erin McKeown 
or any of the other artists, visit 
Erin’s website at 
www.netspace.org/tvprecords.
its largest crowd on the week­
ends, including college stu­
dents, locals, and commuters. 
While Flynn and I munched our 
dinners, I counted at least two 
businessmen who came in to 
grab food to go. The Haven 
Bros. Diner has, in the past 100 
years, found a need and suc­
cessfully filled it.
Like the coffee milk served 
at the counter, the Haven Bros. 
Diner is a Rhode Island institu­
tion not to be missed. Accord­
ing to my roommate Christina, 
the truck has been seen in sev­
eral movies, and John Tesh has 
eaten there. Is there any excuse 
for not going after knowing 
that?
While it will obviously ben­
efit from the opening of the ice- 
skating rink across the street, 
the Haven Bros. Diner will not 
take the opportunity to do any­
thing drastically different as a 
ploy to get more customers. 
Commented Giusti, “If it’s not 
broken, don’t fix it.” After over 
100 years of business, I tend to 
agree.
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Meet
Joe
Black
- A Review
By Venessa Anderson ’99 
A&E Editor
I suppose my credibility as 
a critic may be questioned with 
the following review. As I am 
sure many of you are aware, 
Meet Joe Black has not been 
getting the best reviews. The 
main reason: it is too darn long. 
My thought on the matter: I do 
not think that the length really 
matters. All in all, it was an 
excellent film. In fact, I would 
not be surprised if a few Acad­
emy Awards were in the stew­
ing.
Some of you may be famil­
iar with the storyline since 
Meet Joe Black is a re-make of 
the 1934 film Death Takes a 
Holiday. In this film, we meet 
William Parish (Anthony 
Hopkins), a media tycoon who 
has built his company and fam­
ily to the highest standards. 
His stable life suddenly takes 
a sharp curb when Joe Black 
(Brad Pitt) walks into his life. 
Black is the personification of 
Death, and wants Parish to 
show him around for a few 
days before both men go on 
their way back to the Valley of 
Death. What neither man bar­
gain for, however, is Black’s 
falling in love with Parish’s 
beautiful daughter, Susan 
(Claire Forlani).
In essence, this story is 
about a man preparing for his 
own death. It is a profound 
theme that is thoroughly devel­
oped with many touching 
scenes. One particularly mov­
ing scene was when Parish 
makes amends with his older 
daughter, played by Marcia 
Gay Harden. It wrenched my 
heart to see the two of them 
come to some peace, despite 
the many obstacles between 
them.
Another highlight of the 
film is Anthony Hopkins. He 
was incredible. (I smell an 
Oscar in the making...) He por­
trayed the jealous and loving 
father, the assertive and suc­
cessful businessman, and the 
ill-fated human, all with unbe­
lievable adeptness.
The cinematography also 
cannot be ignored. The film 
looked gorgeous. Every pic­
ture was a postcard. It was 
breathtaking to see how every­
thing fit together. The costum­
ing, the scenery, and the 
lighting...were perfect. There 
was a line in the film, “If food 
is the prose of a party, the light­
ing is the poetry.” It seems 
quite appropriate. The cinema­
tography also added to the 
story of the film because it cre­
ated this beautiful environment 
that made it hard for Parish to 
leave.
Claire Forlani cannot be left 
out. Although not exactly new 
to the big screen (she can be 
recognized from Mallrats, The 
Rock, and Basquiat), one has 
to admit that this is her big 
break. It is said that Forlani got 
this role by chance. Accord-
Joe Black, Page 10
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Why Are You 
All So Mean to 
Nada Surf?
We've moved.
By Meghan T. Kelly ’01
A&E Staff
A wise man once told me 
that the most important thing in 
music is the feeling you gel 
when- friends are in a room 
playing guitar together, and that 
this is all that matters. Judging 
from this statement I would 
guess that Matthew Caws, the 
wise man himself, is not heart­
broken by all you hipsters dis­
regarding his band, Nada Surf.
Admittedly, Nada Surf is 
close to my heart. I am biased. 
I think that they are awesome. 
I owe my first encounter with 
Nada Surf to technology. Four 
long years ago, my best pal, kh, 
and I found ourselves, frighten­
ingly enough, in a chat room. 
We discussed coffee shops, 
fashion design, and familiar 
NYC music stores with some 
unknown guitar player. How­
ever, a bond was formed when 
Matthew responded to our in­
quiry with, “Weezer-I-Love- 
Weezer-I-Love-Weezcr!” 
Naturally, when he told us 
about his own band, we were
The sound of Nada Surf is 
truly unique. Their combina­
tion of rock, pop, punk, and 
Surf hints at traces of Weezer, 
Sonic Youth, and Pavement.
instant fans.
Born in Manhattan, Mat­
thew Caws had been playing 
guitar with bass player Daniel 
Lorca since they were both fif­
teen years old. They studied 
computer science in their lime 
away from music (which ex­
plains our introduction). They 
were working as computer 
temps when in 1994 they sought 
out old friend Ira Elliot to play 
percussion for their new band 
Nada Surf. It was at the Knit­
ting Factory where, by chance, 
the three encountered Ric 
Ocasck (ex-Cars). Knowing 
that Ocasck had produced 
Wcczer, they took a chance and 
slipped him their demo.
Fortunately, Ocasck actually 
listened to the tape and could 
not help but like what he heard. 
He set the wheels in motion for 
the band. In 1996 they released 
Karmic, an EP. After signing 
with Elcktra Records in 1996, 
their debut album High/Low 
was hailed as post punk power 
pop. It was met with a lot of 
excitement, especially from kh 
and me. Matthew would go on­
line to keep us updated about 
where they would be and what 
they were doing. Soon, Nada 
Surf would be filming their 
most well known video at a high 
school not too far from where 
we live.
For those of you who claim 
to have never heard of Nada 
Surf, I beg you to think again. 
One of my least favorite songs 
on their first album was an in­
stant success. “Popular” be­
came popular with the exact 
audience it was mocking, only 
proving how ironic life can be.
The well known video created 
a small controversy. You may 
remember it as football players 
and a cheerleader with Matthew 
in the background reading from 
an etiquette manual. Now, not 
only was Nada Surf on MTV, 
but they were also on the ten 
o’clock news.
The video controversy aside, 
I would like to lake this oppor­
tunity to dispel any nasty rumors 
that Nada Surf falls into the 
dreaded category of “one-hit 
wonder”. Those individuals 
who know better know that 
Nada Surf has a lot more to of­
fer than what may be “Popular.” 
The sound of Nada Surf is truly 
unique. Their combination of 
rock, pop, punk, and surf hints 
at traces of Weezer, Sonic 
Youth, and Pavement.
Nada Surf’s latest and great­
est album is the recently re­
leased The Proximity Effect. It 
boasts producer Fred Maher, the 
man responsible for such music 
greats as Luna and Lou Reed. 
Naturally, Matthew and the oth­
ers claim to like this album more 
than anything they have done in
the past. It is easy to sec why. 
The new album is louder, softer, 
weirder, and sadder. It also 
gives in to more of a pop influ­
ence than their past work does. 
Nada Surf is known for their 
“literal lyrics,” which are hon­
est and direct rather than hidden 
and cryptic.
The Proximity Effect also 
contains many messages on se­
rious issues, which is a some­
what new tactic for them. An 
issue which appears often on the 
album is that of women’s rights. 
“Mother’s Day” is a loud, an­
gry, straight-lo-the point com­
mentary on rape, and “Robot," 
a song dealing with the same 
subject, takes a sadder approach 
which is more resigned than 
angry. "Bad Best Friend" inves­
tigates the varying degrees of 
intensity found within the many 
friendships of a lifetime. In a 
swell hand-clapping manner, 
“Why Are You So Mean To 
Me?” manages to ask the ques­
tion that everyone would love 
to know the answer to. "Slow 
Down” was actually taken from 
a letter Dan wrote to his younger 
brother. My favorite song, by 
far, is “80 Windows,” a song 
that explains the soothing feel­
ing one achieves when inno­
cently observing others for who 
they really are. It states that “the 
moon is closer to the sun than I 
am to anyone," and maybe that 
is not such a bad way to be.
In all honesty, the music 
speaks for itself. Nada Surf 
manages to capture ideas and 
emotions that everyone has ex­
perienced. And as that wise man 
once said, those feelings are 
what music is all about.
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Continued 
from 
Page 8
ing to an article in Premiere 
magazine, director Martin Brest 
was watching another woman’s 
demo reel when Forlani caught 
his eye. “Claire appeared for 
maybe three-quarters of a sec­
ond in a shot,” and Brest ex­
claimed, “My God, who is 
that?” Undoubtedly, a combi­
nation of this role and her 
strangely attractive looks will 
help her land some great roles 
in the future.
Although I thoroughly en­
joyed this film, there are a 
couple issues that must be ad­
dressed. The first is Brad Pitt. 
He is good looking. I will give 
you that. I just think that he 
needs a little work on his act­
ing. (I will probably get a few 
death threats for that statement.) 
He was just so-so, and his tran­
sitions between characters 
needed a lot more work. And, 
yes, I do think that the film was 
a little long. Brest definitely
Anthony
Hopkins was 
incredible. (I 
smell an Oscar 
in the making.)
Brad Pitt, 
however, needs a 
little work on his 
acting skills.
took his time and developed the 
story leisurely, and there were 
a couple of scenes when I 
looked at my watch.
Overall, I must recommend 
Meet Joe Black. It is a stun­
ningly gorgeous movie with 
many rich ingredients, includ­
ing a thought-provoking plot. 
Anthony Hopkins alone makes 
the amount of time you will de­
vote to it worthwhile. If this 
does not convince you, then at 
the very least go to see Brad 
Pitt’s splendid face.
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The Show Boat is Coming
The Show Boat will be 
docking in Providence soon. 
Opening at the Providence Per­
forming Arts Center November 
25, 1998, Show Boat, directed 
by Harold Prince, stars award­
winning Tom Bosley as ‘Cap’n 
Andy.’
Perhaps best known for his 
character ‘Howard
Cunningham’ in the long-run­
ning television sitcom Happy 
Days, Bosley has toured with 
Show Boat since March of 
1997. He is no stranger to the 
big stage or the big screen, hav­
ing starred with some of the 
biggest names in Hollywood
BOP presents
Guster
Saturday, Nov. 21
$5 with PC ID, $8 General Admission
like Debbie Reynolds, Dick van 
Dyke, Lucille Ball, Henry 
Fonda, and Paul Newman. He 
can be remembered from such 
films as The World of Henry 
Orient, Divorce American Style, 
and The Secret War of Private 
Brigg.
Bosley will be joined by a 
stellar cast that features Darcy 
Pulliam as Cap’n Andy’s iras­
cible wife ‘Parthy’ and Janelle 
Anne Robinson as ‘Queenie.” 
Real-life husband and wife team 
Gary Mauer and Elizabeth 
Southard star as the Show Boat 
lovers ‘Ravenal’ and ‘Magno­
lia,’ and performing their roles
from the Broadway Production 
are Debbie de Coudreaux as 
‘Julie,’ and Andre Solomon- 
Glover as ‘Joe.’ Also on board 
will be five talented Provi­
dence-area children.
Show Boat is a lavish, Tony- 
Award winning production and 
a musical in the grand Broad­
way tradition with glorious sets, 
dazzling costumes, and a rich 
score. The company features 
more than 50 singing actors, 20 
musicians, and some 60 people 
backstage.
This new production of 
Show Boat had its World Pre­
miere in Toronto on October 
17, 1993. It opened on Octo­
ber 2,1994, to unanimous criti­
cal acclaim and became the 
most honored show of the 
1994-1995 Broadway season, 
winning numerous Tony 
Awards.
Since hitting the road in 
1996, Show Boat has continued 
to receive audience ovations 
and critical acclaim, adding to 
its list of honours three Joseph 
Jefferson Awards in Chicago, 
three Ovation Awards in Los 
Angeles, and four Carbonell 
Awards in Miami. Show Boat 
was also the proud recipient of 
five NAACP Theatre Awards.
BMI Student
Composer
Award
Competition
The 47th annual BMI Stu­
dent Composer Award compe­
tition will award $21,000 to 
young composers. The post­
mark deadline for entering the 
1999 competition, which is co­
sponsored by the BMI Founda­
tion, will be Friday, February 
12, 1999.
The BMI Student Composer 
Awards was established in 1951 
to encourage young composers 
in the creation of serious music 
and, through cash prizes, to aid 
in continuing their musical edu­
cations. There are no limita­
tions as to instrumentation, 
style, or length of work submit­
ted. The prizes, which range 
from $500 - $5,000, are 
awarded at the discretion of the 
final judging panel.
The 1999 competition is 
open to students who are citi­
zens of the Western Hemisphere 
and who are under 26 years of 
age on December 31, 1998. 
Compositions are judged com­
pletely under pseudonyms.
Official rules and entry 
blanks are available from Ralph 
N. Jackson, Director, BMI Stu­
dent Composer Awards, 320 
West 57th Street, New York, 
NY, 10019.
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Attention 
Class of 2002! Attention Seniors!!!!
Freshmen 
Volleyball 
Tournament
Saturday, 
November 21 st 
10-2 in Peterson
Teams of 5-7 people^
$10 per team
T
Friday, November 20th 
5-10pm
Karaoke! Music!
Great Drink Specials! Turkey Raffles!
FULL BAR w/ID!!
A message from S.T.E.P. 1 
PC Peer Education
Under 21? It only takes ONE drink to 
lose your license. Driving while 
Impaired: 18-21 years old Blood
Alcohol level .02% but less that .1%
1st Offense
-$250 fine
-1-3 month license suspension 
-30 hours community service 
-Attend DWI classes and take part 
in a drug/alcohol program
ALWAYS DRINK RESPONSIBLY!
interested in 
starting
WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
If you are interested, 
please call 865-2340 
pr stop by the office in
Lower Peterson
American 
Institute for 
Foreign Study
STUDY 
ABROAD 
INFO 
MEETING
-For Freshman & Sophomores 
interested in the program 
-Receive info about programs all 
over the world-Italy, England, 
Ireland, France, Australia and more 
-Hear from students who have 
studied abroad:
Tom Lyman ’99 
Florence, Italy
Tuesday, December 1st 
Feinstein 308 
4:30pm 
Call x 4136 
w/ questions
From the Chap Cain’s Office
CUT-A-THON
*Need a haircut to please the family over Thanksgiving? 
*Come to the Cut-A Thon on Monday, November 23rd 
*In Slavin 203 from 10am-3pm
*ONLY$5!!!!
*Sign up with your friends in Slavin 211
ECUMENICAL THANKSGIVING SERVICE
* Monday, November 23rd 
*4:30pm-5:30pm in ‘64 Hall 
*Blessing of food baskets for the needy 
*Blessing and distribution of bread to everyone in 
attendance
FOOD DRIVE
*Don’t forget to drop off Thanksgiving-related foods to the 
Chaplain’s office (Slavin 211) by NOVEMBER 23rd!!!
B.O.P Presents
It s not too early to 
think about 
Christmas
opping.
Tuesday, 
December 1 st 
Si a vin Center 
Qam-Spm
A Variety of Vendors!
Music and 
Refe resh ments!
GUSTER
Saturday, November 21st 
starting at 8pm
Alumni Hall 
Buy your tickets now in the
BOP office!
$8 admisssion 
$5 w/PC ID
4 tix per ID
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OPEN Friday and Saturday till 2 AM
For Fast Service Call:
FREE Delivery
2 Piece with French Fries & Salad
3 Piece with French Fries & Salad
4 Piece with French Fries & Salad
FRESH CALZONES
4.50
5.25
6.00
Jimmy Love’s Pizza
& Tennessee Fried Chicken
600 Douglas Avenue (Next To Club Eagles & CVS)
Leg, Thigh 
Breast, Leg, Wing 
Breast, Leg, Thigh, Wing
8 Pc.Chicken 
12 Pc. Chicken 
16 Pc. Chicken
9.19
13.00
13.00
^Includes French Fries, Garlic Bread & Salad
SUBS
Cheese 4.95 Sm. Lg.
Ham & Cheese 6.50 Tuna Salad 4.25 5.50
Italian 6.50 Chicken Salad 4.50 5.50
Sausage 6.50 Italian 3.65 4.99
Meatball 6.50 Ham & Cheese 3.65 4.99
Chicken Parmigiatia 6.50 Salami 3.65 4.99
Vegetarian 6.50 Turkey Breast 3.65 4.99
Broccoli and Feta 6.50 Pastrami 4.25 5.25
All Calzones Include Cheese & Sauce
APPETIZERS
Buffalo Wings (Dozen) 4.99
Tennessee Wings w/ Hot & Blue Cheese 5.25
Mozzarella Sticks (1/2 lb.) 3.99
Seasoned Wedges 2.75
w/ Cheese 3.75
w/ Bacon Bits 3.95
Garlic Bread w/ Cheese 2.50
Onion Rings 2.99
Chicken Fingers 4.50
Buffalo Fingers 4.85
Extra Sauce: Hot, Blue Cheese, Sweet & 
Sour, Honey Mustard, or BBQ Sauce - 351
French Fries - $2.00
PIZZA
JIMMY’S GOURMET 
PIZZA
Sm. Lg
Chili Cheese 5.50 10.50
Broccoli 5.25 10.99
Barbecued Chicken 6.00 11.25
Pineapple & Ham 5.50 12.00
Roast Beef 
Chicken Parm. 
Veal Parm. 
Meatball 
Veggie 
BLT 
Sausage 
Eggplant Parm. 
Gyro
Chicken Cutlet 
Buffalo Chicken 
Burger Sub
4.25
4.25
4.25
3.65
4.25
4.25
3.65
4.25
4.25
4.50
4.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
4.65
5.25
4.95
4.65
4.95
4.65
5.25
5.50
4.99
DINNER
Chicken Fingers 
Gyro
BBQ Ribs w/ French Fries 
Buffalo Wings w/ French Fries
PASTA
Sauce
Meatball/Sausage 
Veal/Chicken Parm.
Pasta With Vegetables
All dishes include garlic bread.
* EGG SUBS *
Sm.
Any Combo 
Ham & Eggs
* STEAK & CHEESE *
10" 16" Sm. Lg.
Cheese 3.75 7.99 Cheese 3.95 4.95
1 Topping 4.95 8.99 Pepper 3.95 4.95
2 Topping 5.75 9.99 Onion 3.95 4.95
3 Topping 6.50 10.99 Mushroom 4.25 5.50
4 Topping 7.25 11.99 Jimmy Bomb* 4.95 5.95
Jimmy's Deluxe - Any 8 Items $14.99 *Cheese, Peppers, Onions, Mushrooms & Salami
20 Piece ChickenLarge 1-Topping Pizza pi 2 Piece Chicken "1 
12 Buffalo Wings
For p,us Pax
Get A Small 10” Cheese Pizza
FIRE
(Additional Toppings $1.00)
With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer
Hot Or Mild Sauce Blue Cheese Dressing
rixJ y Plus Tax
Large 1-Topping Pizza 
Barbequed Spare Ribs
For H Plus Tax
Get A Large 16” Cheese Pizza
FRsFEE
(Additional Toppings $1.00)
With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer
Any Large Sub 
French Fries & Soda
I ....... — — —f-—j ...... ' V/l I,J 1,1,1 vvupuii VZI1IJ —
La w£^nn°l Combined With Any Other Offer Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer Cannot Be Combined With Any Othe
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You
Make it Happen 
Global Graduate 
Career Opportunities
You’ve seen the headlines...now read the small print.
“Without question...an investment banking power­
house” -Wall Street Journal
“...a worthy contender to rival the American groups 
that style themselves as ‘global’players” -The Times
In June 1998, Union Bank of Switzerland merged with Swiss 
Bank Corporation to create the new UBS AG.
The investment banking businesses of both banks came 
together to form Warburg Dillon Read* - one of the world's 
most significant investment banks.
As a world leader among financial institutions, Warburg 
Dillon Read has opportunities for students interested in join­
ing an organization that has built it's franchise as the invest­
ment bank of choice, meeting the global banking needs of 
our clients.
\Ne cordially invite the students of Providence College to 
learn more about graduate opportunities
All applications for graduate and internship positions can be 
made via our website. WWW.wdr.COm 
We are an equal opportunity employer.
Warburg Dillon Read
*References to Warburg Dillon Read in the United States refer to Warburg Dillon Read LLC, a registered broker dealer.
Whether you talk a lot or a little, 
we’ll give you free minutes for a year.
It’s a truly American idea.
ypton $4rHwt 74” Plan s99”Plon s139”Plati
total raimrtes | Si! I 152°total nwtWes ■ Buy 800 B® Wtwnutes ® Buy WO
100 200 300 400 400
Monthly Local Monthly local Monthly Local
Minutes Free Minutes Free Minutes Free Minutes Free Minutes Free
200 Mirotes Total 500 Minutes Total 800 Minutes Total 1 200 Minutes Total 1 700 Minutes Total
A*
Omnipoint's Custom-Tailored Wireless'service gives monthly 
subscribers the option of creating any combination of pricing 
plan, features and phone.
Get unlimited, outgoing local calls for only a penny a minute 
all day Saturday and Sunday, for an additional $5.00 per month.
With our Long Distance Options, all your minutes, including 
free minutes, can be used to call anywhere in the U.S.. Canada. 
Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands for a small additional fee. 
30 minute basic plan also available for ‘19”.
• New customers must activate by 12/31/98 to receive bonus 
minutes each month, for one year. Bonus minutes effective 
upon activation.
• This free minutes offer cannot be combined with any other 
promotional offer.
• And because it's Omnipoint, there are no contracts to sign, no 
fine print and no hidden charges.
• College students interested in selling Omnipoint services 
please contact I-888-OMNI-240.
Roaming in North America 
through GSM Alliance 
Partners.
1 800 BUY-OMNI FOR FREE DELIVERY
OMNIPOINT
CENTERS
BUSINESS SALES OFFICE: 1-888-0MNI-240 
Natick Mall
1245 Worcester Road, Natick, MA
(508) 651-4700
Pheasant Lane Mall
310 Daniel Webster Highway, Nashua, NH 
(603) 577-4600
118 Newbury Street, Boston, MA
(617) 425-5300
634 Reservoir Avenue, Cranston, RI
(401, 784-9610
OMNIPOINT
100% Digital. 0% Hassle.”
www.omnipoint.com
NEW ENGLAND AUTHORIZED RETAILERS:
STAPLES
At select locations
Apex
At participating 
locations
Shell
£SSSRNIEi£ TSR Wireless
Al participating
AUTHORIZED RETAILERS:
MEX. COMMUNICATIONS CELLULAR AND PAGING COMMONWEALTH PAGING HIGH VOLTAGE VIDEO MAGIC WINGS COMMUNICATIONS CYBERSMITH SATELLITE PAGING BEEPERNET
ALLSTON, MA OF BOSTON BOSTON, MA BOSTON, MA BOSTON, MA BOSTON, MA CAMBRIDGE, MA PROVIDENCE. RI PROVIDENCE, RI
(617) 562-0727 ALLSTON, MA (617) 423-4728 (617) 423-9026 (617) 267-3668 (617) 451-9221 (617) 492-5857 (401) 861-1212 (401) 459-8066
(617) 782-4500
O 1998 OMNIPOINT COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES. UC. AU RIGHTS RESERVED OMNIPOINT IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK Of OMNIFONT CORPORATION GSM ANO THE GSM DESIGN ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS USED UNDER LICENSE BY MEMBERS Of THE NORTH AMERICAN GSM AUIANCE UC ©NORTH AMERICAN GSM AUIANCE UC I99B
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Thank You Seniors!!
The following seniors have returned 
their pledge cards for the 1999 Senior 
Class Giving Program. On behalf of 
those students who will benefit from 
your generosity, thank you!
James Albert
Matt Altenburger 
Chris Anastasia 
Gloria Anglon 
Guerin Anglim 
Joseph Arcata 
Vanessa Avila
Gregory Barbeau
Lauren Barnes
Kimberly Barros 
Rosemary Bchara
Michael Beatty 
Emily Benfer
Christy Bennett
Meghan Bernabe
Greg Bernhard 
Charity Betancourt
Brian Bielawiec 
Dan Blanchard 
David Blanchard
Danielle Boudreau
Todd Brabazon
Dina Bracigliano 
Kristen Bradley 
Alison Brennan
Cliff Bridge 
Monica Broadhead 
Erin Broglie 
Bobby Brown 
Alison Burke 
Andrew Burke 
Virginia Burre 
Marco Camacho 
Daniel Cameron 
Brian Canell 
Gina Carmadello 
Rebecca Carr 
Jennifer Carroll 
Ryan Casey 
Annie Cattlin 
Carl Cicchetti 
Maura Cignetti 
Michael Claffey 
William Clifford, Jr. 
Sonya Coelho 
Stephanie Cohen 
Beth Commito 
Richard Cordelia 
Claudia Corey 
Renee Cormier 
Timothy Coutu 
Jennifer Couzens 
Jason Cromack
Justin Croteau 
Bill Curtin
Glenda Davis 
Stephanie Deering 
Lauren Deneault
Paolo deRoxas 
Danielle Deschenes 
Jennifer DeSimone
Richard Diehard
Laura DiPietro 
Heather Doherty 
William Donoghue 
Colleen Donovan 
Kevin Dorsey 
Joshua Driscoll 
Margaret Driscoll 
Keelan Dwyer 
Debra Estrella 
David Exter 
Stacy Fabrizio 
Melissa Fallon 
Matthew Felzani 
Paula Ferreira 
Stephen Fitzmaurice 
Colleen Flynn 
Julie Forsher 
Paul Foti 
Samantha Furci 
Kevin Gallagher 
Gladys Ganiel 
Charles Garofalo 
Melissa George 
Melinda Gillespie 
Cheryl Gillpatrick 
Alison Giovengo 
Steven Glover 
Michelle Goodwin 
Etienne Granito 
Patrick Hamilton 
Adam Hantman 
Kathleen Hartke
Meghan Hearn
Denise Henry
Bill Henzy 
Gregory Hindsley
Alyson Hoey 
Kathryn Hogan 
Rachel Homer 
Jennifer Howley
Teresa Hoy
Kerry Hughes 
Patricia Hughes
Jane Hurley
Thomas Hyland
Amy Israelian 
Judy Jablecki 
Kerri James 
Lauren Janosy
Meredith Johnson 
John Judge
Jennifer Kalman 
Christine Kayola 
Melissa Kennedy
Brian Kenney
Kevin Kosiorek 
Laura Kryzanek
Marissa Lachapelle
Michelle Lackner 
Meredith LaCorte 
Jeannine Lalonde
Christopher Lambton 
Vernon Lawrence, Jr. 
Michael Leary 
Julie Lee 
Stacey Lee 
William Leeman 
Tara Lenhart 
Patricia Leonard 
Lindsay-Mae 
Levesque 
Amy Lewis 
Michael Liard 
Sarah Lightbown 
JoAnna LoSapio 
Jennifer Lucas 
Perrin Lucash 
Paula Luzzi 
Katherine Lyons 
Gregory Macomber 
Marybeth Maggiore 
Jacques Maltais 
Kimberly Marcoccio 
Christopher Marcoux 
Elizabeth Marino 
Ellen Mastrostefano 
Kelly McCrodden 
Sean McCue 
Kelly McCusker 
Sean McHugh 
Marybeth McKeever 
Kathleen McLaughlin 
Michelle McLaughlin 
Jeff Medeiros 
Mike Medeiros 
Courtney Mellon
Jed Michnowicz
Gabrielle Miele 
Karen Miller
Vaughn Millette
Marena Montijo 
Christopher Moore
Erin Moore 
Sandra Motta 
Ryan Mullin 
Eileen Murphy
Christina Myers 
Daniel Myers
Kathryn Newman 
Terrence Newth 
Craig Nicholson 
Teresa Nicolazza
Phareth Niem
Kimberly Nylund 
Julie O’Brien 
Michael O’Brien 
Kelly O’Connor 
Amy Ogrodnik 
Laura O’Rorke 
Maura Paone 
Meredith Parker 
Rebecca Pazienza 
Carolyn Peluso 
Ricky Penney 
Seth Perkins 
Shelby Perotti 
Lindsay Philbrick 
Shana Pinti 
Colleen Plunkett 
Michelle Poirier 
Kathleen Powers 
Jess Prosser 
Laura Ramig 
Julie Rand 
Kelly Reis 
Amy Rizzo 
Nicole Robbins 
Meghan Roche 
Sarah Roque 
Amanda Rose 
Heather Rose 
Robert Salisbury 
Amy Schumann 
Sina Shah-Hosseini
Zaneta Shannon 
Adrienne Shelton 
Jennifer Silveira
Jennifer Sims
Leah Skaletsky 
Rebecca Soares
Jacinta Souza 
Melissa Spaziano 
Tim Starke 
Clemente Tamariz 
Jaime Tasca 
Mark Tawa 
Corinn Tennessen 
Barry Tetrault 
Kristen Thornton 
Kristin Thorvaldsen 
Matthew Toole 
Laura Toomey 
Allison Treacy 
Matthew Tremel 
Jeffrey Turano 
Mark Uzzell 
Tracy Vadeboncoeur
, Sarah Valente 
Heather Varney 
F. Sean Walker
Sarah Walker 
Jeffrey Wallace 
Katherine Welch 
Kristen Wendt
Mike West 
Christopher Wethje 
Jaymie Wetzel 
Joseph Wilson 
Laura Wischusen 
Kimberly Wood 
Shannon Wood 
Kosta Zamfotis 
Jodie Zdrok
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Road
Trip
Poetry
Corner
Michelle
Do you ever have one of 
those urges to just get away for 
a few days? I mean, I love 
Providence (and I certainly love 
Brad’s as much as the next per­
son), but sometimes I just need 
a little change in scenery.
Heather Robin Rose ’99
Features Staff 
In attempts of finding enter­
tainment outside the PC com­
munity, we found ourselves 
withjust one option: a road trip! 
The destination? Massachusetts 
College of Liberal Arts (for­
merly North Adams State). I 
realize that it is probably not one 
of Fodor’s Top Ten travel loca­
tions, but my friend Lisa’s boy­
friend goes there so it seemed 
like a good choice.
Early Friday afternoon, we 
packed up our stuff. There are 
very few things which I hate 
more than packing. I always 
bring too much stuff and I al­
ways think that I’ve forgotten 
something. Regardless, with a 
collection of mix tapes on lop 
of my bag, two blankets, my 
Blanky, and about six changes 
of clothes, Lisa and I started on 
our way. Of course, the eleva­
tor in DiTraglia was broken at 
the time, which meant that our 
trip began with a descent down 
six flights of stairs (not an easy 
feat with all of my stuff).
The drive itself was fairly 
uneventful. Mind you, I said 
fairly. To summarize our sights 
as we got closer to North 
Adams, the last 45 minutes of 
our drive consisted of a hairpin 
turn, numerous cows, several 
Indian trading posts, a very 
sketchy rest stop, and a bear 
crossing sign. We were defi­
nitely veering away from civi­
lization.
Luckily, we survived the 
drive and arrived at MCLA 
around 4:00. We hung out, ate 
dinner (the only thing besides 
pizza I ate all weekend, but I’ll 
get into that later on), and then 
headed over to the radio station 
where Lisa’s boyfriend Nick has 
a radio show. Unlike PC, the 
vast majority of the MCLA stu­
dent body actually listens to 
their radio station (this is prob­
ably due to the fact that very few 
other radio stations come in 
there). Nick even let us talk on 
the radio, so the whole 1000 
people or so that go to their 
school heard my lovely voice 
(and you thought our school 
was small!).
After the show, it was time 
to check out the North Adams 
party scene. The “party scene” 
pretty much entailed bringing 
your own 30-packs to the la­
crosse house (or maybe it was 
the “old lacrosse house.” I’m 
not quite sure), where Nick’s 
friend Brian, the Abercrombie 
boy, and his roommates live. 
Two interesting facts about 
North Adams, for those of you 
who have never been there (and 
I’m imagining that most of you 
have not): (1) kegs are illegal 
(okay, not exactly illegal, but 
you can only have a max of
ONE and you need a PERMIT) 
and (2) they have beer delivery 
men (we need some of those!).
As with any road trip, we 
were bound to have some inter- 
esting occurrences. Friday 
night we played a rather inter­
esting game of “I Never.” I 
found out some things about 
some people that I really didn’t 
need to know. There were sev­
eral unusual encounters with a 
frying pan that hung from 
Brian’s kitchen ceiling. There 
were lizards at the house - BIG 
ONES! There was a chair un­
like any I’ve ever seen before 
The only thing I’ll say about 
that is that it cncorporated two 
screwdrivers and a couple of 
chains. I’ll leave it at that.
One of the biggest shocks of
...the last 45 
minutes of 
our drive 
consisted of a 
hairpin turn, 
numerous 
cows, several 
Indian
trading posts, 
a very
sketchy rest 
stop, and a 
bear crossing
sign.
the weekend was not so much 
being somewhere other than 
PC, but actually having to stay 
in a guy’s apartment. I guess I 
am spoiled by clean showers 
dishwashers, and the availabil­
ity of food and drinks other than 
beer. Honestly, I felt like I was 
getting dirtier in the shower, 
rather than cleaner. But I guess 
that we all need to experience a 
little bit of wilderness once in a 
while.
Oh yeah, the pizza thing. 
Another thing about guys (or at 
least these guys) is that they 
don’t seem to have any need (or 
desire) for regular food. Satur­
day morning we had cold pizza 
for breakfast - there were no 
other options - and then Satur­
day, after seeing “The 
Waterboy” (EXCELLENT 
movie, by the way), the guys 
decided that we should go out 
for pizza. I don’t get it.
Basically, Sunday when we 
left (which wasn’t till around 
5:00), I was dirty and hungry 
and severely dehydrated. But I 
had also had an awesome time 
and I met a lot of cool people. 
It’s fun to do something a little 
different once in a while.
There aren’t many people like her 
or so I often say
so I thought I’d take this time
to wish her a very Happy Birthday.
Her smile is as wide
as a star up in the sky
and her genuineness is real
so you’ll never question why.
Her laugh is contagious 
her giggle a treat
she’ll bend over backwards
for anyone she meets.
She’s smart and well versed
an intellect extraordinaire
and she walks around campus
with her nose high in the air 
(just kidding!)
She has a passion for music
and an extreme love for Guster
and anyone who knows her
has no reason not to trust her.
I’ve known her for four years 
my entire life at PC
and I feel very privileged
that she chose to be friends with me.
Next year when wc part
I know I’ll shed a tear
because I’ll be leaving someone 
who I hold very dear.
So on this day Michelle
we celebrate 21 years
with wishes of many more
and of course lots of cold beers!
You’re a true friend indeed
a real special girl by far
and I know I’ll never forget you
no matter how far apart we are.
Sarah A. Valente ’99 
Features Editor
pulse
it’s fourteen candles oozing on a marble mantle 
coffee with peppermint and wild hand gestures 
two cigarettes and spinning around him in the 
street
it’s him
painting wildly barechested big jeans no shoes
neck slightly damp his wrist
pulsates
Katie Miller ’01 
Features Staff
Accelerate your studies
January
One week credits each
• Ethics in Healthcare
• The American Civil War:
Myth & Reality
• Legal Environment of Business
• Chemistry. Sights and Insights
• Chemistry and the New Nutrition
• Introduction to Macroeconomics
• American Music: History of Jazz
• Introduction to Philosophy
• Politics of Mass Popular Culture
• Psychology and the Law
• Drawing I
• Seminar: Criminal Justice
Two weeks credits each
• Business Writing
• Information Technology' 
for Business
• .Abnormal Psychology
• Basic Photography
enter man
A breathtaking forest, 
a spectacular grove, 
the marriage of 
splendid trees
and majestic 
mountainside, 
the morning dew 
on a ripe cherry tree 
glistened beautifully 
in the rising sun...
And then came I.
Undeserving.
Jeremy Bolt ’00 
Features Staff
Study  Abroad Opportunities 
Onsite in Costa Rica, 
December rggS - January t6, tggg
Jerusalem, January i -//, tggg
For a brochure call toll-free 
888-254-1566. Registration deadline 
is Friday, December 18, tgg8.
Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
School of Continuing Education
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A Touch of Fiction
Recently
“Witch,” I swore to myself 
as she walked in.
Lori D. McCrevan ’99
Features Staff
She glared at me, and I real­
ized that I had said it out loud.
“Damn,” I cursed myself, re­
alizing that was out loud also. I 
really needed to take my 
Walkman off. I can’t hear any­
thing with it on — not even my 
own words.
I skulked by her for the rest 
of the morning not knowing 
whether to apologize or to ig­
nore the comment. I hate work­
ing with her. I liked it when she 
worked different mornings than 
I did. It was easier that way. 
Now, I watched as she mouthed 
the words to the radio and 
danced along with the music. 
Yeah, we both hated the job — 
who would want to dust shelves 
in a library? Even if it was early 
morning hours and little pay, the 
money was a necessity. College 
gets to be more expensive than 
you could ever imagine. Work 
was not always that bad. She 
made me laugh. She had no 
shame. Right now, I avoided 
eye contact — that would pro­
vide the guilt of what I had said.
“You’re not the first one,” 
she said as I tried to sneak by 
her.
I must have looked as sur­
prised as I felt because she 
turned a shade of pink and ex­
plained.
“I was called a bitch for the
first time in eighth grade,” she 
explained. “My sister’s boy­
friend hated me.”
I laughed. That was not the 
response that I expected. Then 
again, she was not at all what I 
expected. This was just one of 
the many things that she felt 
impelled to share with me. I still 
could not figure out why she let 
me know so much about herself, 
knowing nothing about me. I 
guess that was just her way.
“I’m sorry,” I tried to tell her. 
“It’s okay. It’s true,” she bla­
tantly responded.
I smiled and walked away. 
There was nothing that could 
phase her.
Nevertheless, 
she found my 
weakness - 
Pm ticklish.
“What house do you live 
in?” she asked me on our break. 
“Il’s on High Street,” I told
her.
“I know that, but what num­
ber?”
“456,” I told her warily.
“I must have walked by it,”
she said, more to herself than to 
me.
“What?” I asked, not want­
ing to remain confused as she 
planned to stalk me.
“I was looking for your 
house the other night,” she ex­
plained.
“Why?”
“You didn’t come to my 
party. I was going to show you 
that it was fun.”
I really tried to ignore the 
connotation that went with that, 
but I found it hard.
“I was working on my pa­
per,” I explained truthfully.
“Sure you were,” she said 
sarcastically. “Your loss.”
She walked away to get back 
to work.
“You were here?” I asked 
when I found her again.
“I don’t stay home every 
weekend.”
I watched her leave, wishing 
that she had gotten to my house 
that night. I was not sure for 
what reason I wanted her there, 
but I wished she had come. I had 
actually been working on my 
paper, and waiting for Mary to 
call as well. The phone never 
rang. After a while, I decided to 
go out and get drunk. It felt bet­
ter than hating Mary. Imagine 
if she had stopped by ? I thought 
that she was the one with the 
drinking problem. If only. I 
cherished my imagination 
sometimes.
I got up to go vacuum the 
floor.
I didn’t mind doing the 
cleaning because I could find 
excuses to talk to her. She got 
very defensive when 1 called her 
a hippie. She resorted to telling
me how shallow she was in or­
der to avoid that generalization. 
All I had to do was say the word 
hippie and I could see the anger 
rise in her face, but she usually 
held it in. I would be afraid if 
she got mad. She has quite a 
powerful voice, but it amuses 
me at the same time. When she 
gets angry, she talks really fast 
and her Boston accent increases 
so that it can be hard to under­
stand her. Nevertheless, she 
found my weakness — I’m tick­
lish. She finds that amusing and 
uses it as her retaliation. Well, 
that is until I told her that she 
was physically abusing me. It 
stopped. I guess I struck a nerve.
“You missed a spot,” she 
said, pointing down and awak­
ening me from my thoughts.
“Thanks,” was all that I 
could think of to say.
I realize now that 1 am no 
better than her. I am playing her 
games, and she seems to be win­
ning. I think of her more than I 
should. I started to use my per­
suasive skills to make her come 
into work so I could see her. I 
was rarely persuasive enough 
— she was also stubborn. 
Maybe she knew that 1 wanted 
her to come. Maybe she knew 
what I wanted. She could prob­
ably see through me. I never tell 
her anything about myself, but 
I have a feeling that she knows 
anyway.
There are some things that 
never have to be said at all.
Happy 
Birthday 
to you, 
Happy 
Birthday 
to you,
Happy
Birthday
dear
Michelle,
Happy 
Birthday 
to you!
You finally 
made it to 21! 
We hope you 
have a great 
birthday - you 
deserve it!!
Love,
Sarah & 
Karen
The new Lanos. 
Low down price.
Nubira Sedan starts at $12,500* 
Nicely-equippedfor $13,810*
out car.
Introducing Daewoo. Exceptional Value, Automatically.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised by how much car you’ll get for your money with 
Daewoo. That’s because each of our cars comes well-equipped with features 
others may consider options. And, since each car has just one price, there’s
no sales pressure. No hassle. It’s easy.
$8,999*
Lanos 3-door 
starts at $8,999* 
Smartly-equipped 
for $11,669*
©1998 Daewoo Motor America, Inc. 'Base Lanos S $8,999. Lanos SX shown is $11,669. Base Nubira SX $12,500. Nubira CDX shown is $13,810. Base Leganza SE
$14,790. Leganza CDX shown is $18,910. Prices are 1999 MSRP, including $250 destination charge, as of 9/98. All car prices exclude taxes, license, title, optional 
equipment, document preparation, registration, finance charge and smog fee (where applicable).
' No mileage restriction, driver must be 18 years of age or older with a valid drivers license and proof of insurance. Not all drivers will qualify for the test drive. See store 
to see if you qualify. Store may have limited amount of cars available for our three day test drive. Residency restrictions apply. Limited time offer. See Daewoo store for 
details. ” Warranty and program maintenance details available at our Daewoo stores.
Our 3 Day Test Drive.
We know you can’t get a real feel for a car from just a 10 minute test drive. 
That’s why we let you borrow a Daewoo for up to three days' with 
unlimited mileage. Take it to the city. Take it to the country. Take it around 
campus and show it off to your friends.
We’ve Got You Covered.
Each one of our amazingly reliable and comfortable cars is so well-built, 
we callcover them for the first 3 years or 36,000 miles ' 
on all regular scheduled maintenance. Even oil and 
wiper blades are included.
Even On The Road.
You’ll also get Daewoo Priority Assistance (24-hour 
roadside assistance) for the first 3 years or 36,000 
miles should you need it.
click
To make it even easier, you can even take a look at all of the
new Daewoos and get detailed information on our website. How’s that 
for convenient? Just click and go.Or learn more about Daewoo by stopping 
by any Daewoo Store or talking to a Daewoo Campus Advisor.
We’ll show you how you can get a lotta car for a little dough.
Daewoo. A new car. A new experience.
Leganza Sedan 
starts at $14,790* 
Luxuriously appointed
for $18,910*
W DAEWOO
Daewoo of West Warwick
883 Quaker Lane 
(401) 885-7594
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J to the R 
to the W
Thanks for the 
Memories
So right now some of you are 
cringing, others are rolling their 
eyes, most have stopped read­
ing this, and two can’t believe I 
was stupid (or sarcastic) enough 
to steal their artistic creation. So 
what? It’s about to get worse; 
I’m warning you right now that 
all I’m about to do is babble on 
about this (not mine, but possi­
bly your) thing.
Jill Yablonski ’00
Features Staff
I liked...spinning my room­
mate on the dance floor, eating 
with the bad boys, achieving a 
cup flip, being the photogra­
pher, not spilling anything (on 
myself), the pits of hell, repre­
senting with the Gravity pic, 
being on the other big screen, 
the pictures I took, the songs I 
danced to, Triangle (You can’t 
deny that that was blatant sar­
casm), being human, hanging 
with the “kool” kids, hearing all 
the good stories, our very own 
fire alarm randomly going off, 
my various names being kept a 
secret, drinking tea, table num­
ber ten, winning the cup, the 
Fatima updos, not getting shot, 
the Pabst can, getting cut by 
thorns, the death-defying bus 
ride home, seeing my beautiful 
friends all dressed up, getting
my name carved in wax, and 
being a princess for a minute or 
two. All this from a girl who 
deep down knew it wasn’t re­
ally her place to go. The only 
aspect I truly couldn’t handle 
was my purchase of a pair of 
bootleg black pants and a purse. 
Looking into the mirror was 
surreal. I couldn’t look at my 
face because that person was 
dressed up and ready to go. I’m 
not an adult, so it couldn’t have 
been me.__________________
Looking 
into the 
mirror was
surreal...
Maybe I can’t be as sin­
cere as some people and I know 
I’m being cryptic, but I just 
needed some written words to 
serve as a reminder for the good 
time I, semi-surprisingly, did 
have. I don’t want to fade back 
to that Friday afternoon’s an­
ticipation. Yeah, I took a lot of 
photos and I’m drying my flow­
ers, but I just wanted to say 
thank you to my friends by im­
mortalizing the memories my 
way.
Bob Hope is a wonderful 
entertainer, but this is not a 
tribute article about him. My 
shameless use of Mr. Hope’s 
trademark song serves a differ­
ent purpose. It breathes life 
into my “what I’m thankful 
for” topic that jumped along 
with me onto the Thanksgiv-
Jodie L. Zdrok ’99
Features Staff
Like most of the human race, 
I am thankful for many things. 
I have a list long enough to fill 
the Cowl. Perhaps more than 
anything, I thank God for giv­
ing us the gift of memories. 
This is something to which ev­
eryone on God’s green earth 
can relate.
Some memories are a curse 
that most people would like to 
forget. They might consist of 
sad, painful, or frightening epi­
sodes of the past. Since every­
one has them in some form and 
no one wants to discuss them 
now, we’ll just stamp a collec­
tive “Fa-get about it” on this 
category.
Memories are a blessing 
when they remind us of happy 
times. Maybe it was that 
Christmas when everything 
wasjust about perfect. Maybe 
it was that time your team won 
in spite of being the underdogs. 
These aren’t the kind of
memories we have to keep 
locked up or hidden. In fact, 
most people take pleasure in 
sharing them. It happens when 
we sit around with friends trad­
ing Chicken Soup for the Soul - 
type stories. Add a funny inci­
dent or two and the good times 
are even more memorable. 
Who hasn’t sat around with the 
family reminiscing aloud and 
unable to keep a straight face? 
There’s always someone who 
forgets the details, and someone 
else who promptly corrects that 
person. It’s all in good fun, 
though, and it’s the happiness 
being remembered that counts. 
Every now and then., those 
good memories might give you 
a lift when you’ve have a day 
without smiles._____________
Without that 
special 
person, we
might 
remember, 
laugh, and 
wipe away a
tear.
There is one other collection 
of memories that isn’t easy to 
classify. In them we reminisce 
with a touch of poignancy. 
They are fond memories of the 
good old days with one deci­
sive difference: loss. Think of 
a loved one who’s no longer 
sitting around with us when we 
remember our togetherness 
and laugh. Without that spe­
cial person, we might remem­
ber, laugh, and wipe away a 
tear. The past is precious to us 
because it no longer exists out­
side the mind or heart. That 
which we have loved and lost 
- a relative or friend, a beloved 
pet, or the home of our child­
hood years - can stay with us 
as long as we are able to re­
member. These are the memo­
ries for which I am most grate­
ful.
Once in a while someone 
will bring out a camera to catch 
that “Kodak moment.” Most 
of the time, we don’t know 
when we’re making memories, 
so to speak. That’s what makes 
them such a fascinating phe­
nomenon of time and thought. 
If hopes and dreams guide us, 
then memories hold our hands 
along the way. Sit back a 
minute and remember some­
thing special - it will be time 
well spent.
ORIENTATION LEADERS FOR 1999
It’s Time to Learn More...
Students interested in becoming Orientation Leaders
The Buy Nothing Day Coat Exchange
If You Need a Winter Coat, Come Pick One Up 
If You Have One to Give, Please Drop It Off
DATE: LOCATION:
Friday, November 27, state House lawn, near man
9 A M - 1 PM construction site & train station.
Rain/Snow Site: Kennedy Plaza, bus shelters
(Look for Buy Nothing Day banner)
for the Summer of 1999 should plan to attend 
one of the following
Information Sessions:
Thursday, November 19th at 6:30 p.m. in Slavin Room #120 
Monday, November 23rd at 3:30 p.m. in Slavin Room #120
Wednesday, December 2nd at 3:00 p.m. in Slavin Room #203 
Tuesday, January 19th at 3:30 p.m. in Slavin Room #203
Please note:
Attendance is required of all applicants for the position. 
Applications will be handed out only at the above sessions.
The Idea: The Buy Nothing Day was created by Adbusters, a group devoted to exposing how 
advertising is promoting a culture and lifestyle that are unhealthy for our communities and our planet, who 
came up with the Idea that on the biggest shopping day of the year, the day after Thanksgiving, people 
shouid protest the consumerism that is eating our communities and overwhelming the life support systems 
of our planet This day is called Buy Nothing Day.
Local Event: As a positive, community affirming event on the 27th, we are asking people to reflect on 
effects of consumerism to our planet and our community. And we are asking people to donate a winter coat 
that they no longer need to the Coat Exchange so that it can be given to a member of our community who 
needs one. Last year we collected about 300 coats, and all coats that are not given away at the event are 
donated to the George Hunt H.E.L.P. Drop-In Center.
The Buy Nothing Day Coat Exchange will take place near the mall construction site as a protest of 
the use of taxpayers dollars to build this monument to consumerism.
Sponsors (partial list):
George Hunt Center, Grace Church,
Mathewson St Church, Haven United Methodist 
Church, Providence Quaker Friends Meeting 
House, Green Party of R.I., R.I. Mobilization for 
Peace & Justice, Coalition for Consumer 
Justice, Housing Development Corporation of 
the North End, Amos House.
Contact Information:
• Greg Gerritt (331-0529); Phil Edmonds (273-4650); 
Dick Fontaine (George Hunt Center 861-9733)
(V aH pRcv'denLd } call Bfutyd
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If You Were the Eighth Dwarf, 
Who Would You Be?
Dave Goodhue, ’01
“Frisky, enough said.”
Monique DeVoe, ’01
“Freaky”
Dan Novak ’01
“Jolly”
Sean Regan ’99
“Ron Jeremy”
Kristen Murphy ’01
“Doink”
Jim Federico ’99, Bob Kraus ’99, Mike Medeiros ’99, 
and Joe Dunn ’99
“Drunky”
“Forgiving”
Joanie and Chachie: “Sloppy Thirds”
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PC Athletes of the Week
Sarah Dupre ’99 
Kingston, Ontario 
Cross Country
Sarah placed second 
(17:24) and led the team 
to a first-place finish at 
the NCAA NE Regional 
Cross Country Champi­
onships at Van Cortlandt 
Park in the Bronx, NY.
\_________________
This Weekend in Friar Sports
Friday: Women’s Hockey vs. Dartmouth, 7 p.m.
Saturday: ^en s Hoops vs. Texas Pan-American, 1 p.m.
’ Women’s Hockey vs. Boston College, 7 p.m.
X-Country 
Heads To 
Kansas, 
NCAA’s
-X-Country-
Continued From Page 24
do really well at nationals, 
they’re “going to have to move 
up another 15 seconds.” The 
five runners that will have to 
respond to that challenge in­
clude senior Gladys Ganiel, 
Ostrander, sophomore 
Stephanie O’Reilly, Darroch, 
and Cappello.
One indication of just how 
solid this women’s squad is is 
the quality of the team runners 
who will not be running in 
NCAAs. Freshman Claire 
Shearman convincingly won 
the JV race at this past NCAA 
District I Championship meet, 
and would be, according to 
Treacy, a “top seven runner lor 
28 of the 31 teams” at nation­
als.
For the men, junior Keith 
Kelly took the individual title, 
covering the 10K course in 
30:46. Seniors Ben Noad 
(31:14) and Rick Bush (31:57) 
took third and ninth place, re­
spectively. Noad, who is typi­
cally the team’s top finisher, ran 
“conservatively,” Treacy said. 
“Ben was running very com­
fortably within his group of run­
ners. He protected the lead 
Keith opened up.”
Freshman Paul Reilly and
Drogheda, Ireland 
Cross Country
Keith won the indi­
vidual title (30:46) at the 
NCAA NE Regional 
Cross Country Champi­
onships in the Bronx, 
NY. Kelly led the men’s 
team to a first-place 
finish and an automatic 
bid to the NCAA’s.
junior Larry Morrissey closed 
out the scoring for the men, who 
defeated Dartmouth by 14 
points.
Treacy handed out praise for 
Bush, Reilly, and Morrissey. 
“Rick ran a great race and Paul 
was brilliant. Larry really came 
through for us.”
At the beginning of the sea­
son, the team’s goals were to go 
undefeated, win BIG EASTs, 
and place in the top ten at 
NCAAs. They’ve already done 
everything else, and the team 
looks primed to accomplish 
their final goal on Monday. In 
addition to the five scoring run­
ners at District I’s, captain Zach 
Ventress and sophomore Ciaran 
Lynch, both injured for the meet 
last Saturday, will be running.
Both teams have now auto­
matically advanced to the 
NCAA Championships, which 
will take place next Monday, the 
23rd of November, in Kansas. 
Last season, the women took 
6lh while the men placed 16th. 
Both Dupre and Noad captured 
All-America honors.
This year’s NCAA Champi­
onship course is tough, accord­
ing to Treacy. “It’s on a farm in 
Kansas. It’s hilly, and if it rains, 
it could be tough going. But 
everyone has to deal with that.”
Jamel Thomas ’99 
Brooklyn, NY 
Men’s Basketball
Jamel was Big East 
Player of the Week after
averaging 24.3 points 
and 8.3 rebounds in
three games including a 
game high 30 in PC’s
upset win of #23-ranked 
URI, 87-63.
_______________ /
Men’s Hockey Takes Game One 
Against Minnesota-Duluth
By Ken Martin ’99
Sports Editor
Most of the 1,982 fans at­
tending Friday night's Provi­
dence men’s hockey game ver­
sus Minnesota-Duluth hadn't 
even found their seals when PC 
junior forward Fernando Pisani 
stole the puck in the 
opposition’s zone, skated 
around two defenders, and 
wristed a sailing shot over the 
right shoulder of Bulldog goalie 
Brant Nicklin, giving the 
Friar’s a one-goal lead 24 sec­
onds into the game. And most 
of the Schneider Arena crowd 
hadn’t even taken off their coats 
when PC’s Heath Gordon, Cole 
Gcndrcau, and Leigh Dean all 
scored goals in the next three 
minutes to put the Friars up 4- 
1 at 16:55 of the first period. 
But sitting or standing, coat on 
or coat off, it wasn't hard to tell 
that PC’s eventual 7-2 victory 
was, for the most part, over by 
the time the Providence student 
section downed its first hot 
dogs.
“It was nice to score right 
away,” said PC coach Paul 
Pooley, whose team improved 
to 5-2 and prolonged Minne­
sota-Duluth's (0-6-1) early-sca- 
son woes. "But the last thing 
you want to do is let them score 
right back.”
PC did, however, let Minne­
sota get one back just 42 sec­
onds after Pisani’s goal when 
Duluth defenseman Mark 
Carlson beat Boy Ballard at 
1:04. But the quick Minnesota 
rebuttal only seemed to spark 
Providence, which scored three
A loss is a loss. They all 
hurt. Whenever the scoreboard 
says that you came up short, it 
hurts. But this one was differ­
ent.
For the past four seasons I 
have been through my share of 
losses and pain. But now I can’t 
be so sad. What that scoreboard 
read last Sunday meant so much 
more than a 1-0 overtime loss. 
It meant that we had finally 
made it. Sure the tears flowed 
heavily as the buzzer sounded, 
24 guys will tell you that, but 
we could not be sad. This sea­
son had come to an end, but for 
the first time in a very long 
time, it ended as a success.
As the 22 of us arrived at 
school in mid-August, things 
just seemed different...! can’t 
explain how, but they just were. 
Maybe it was the blonde hair, 
or better yet, maybe it was the 
attitude to do such a thing. I 
guess for the past three years I 
had played the game of soccer, 
but this year we were a soccer 
TEAM. Sure it was fun to be 
different for a while, but what 
were we thinking! We all heard 
it and I’m sure you all gave it. 
but it was fun. What’s wrong 
with a little ‘Blonde Ambition?’
Sure, the first five losses 
hurt; they hurt bad. 0-5, hair 
bleached, and the start of 
classes...could you script a 
worse beginning? Yes and No. 
Sure, with a young team with­
out much winning experience, 
the last thing you would want 
is a handful of losses to take the 
wind out of our sails, but then 
again maybe that’s what we 
needed. Each and every one of 
us knew that we were the best
goals in the ensuing 1:14.
Gordon scored the first of
his two goals on a nice set up 
from Doug Sheppard and Jason 
Ialongo at 1:51. Just forty sec­
onds later, Gcndrcau scored his 
first of the season from J.J. Pic­
nic and Marc Sudcrman to put 
the Friars up 3-1. Then Dean 
capped the Friars’ first period 
scoring barrage at 3:05 when 
Pisani fed him beautifully in 
front of the net. All Dean had 
to do was one-time the puck by 
Nicklin; and PC look a 4-1 lead 
into the first intermission.
Volleyball Ends Season
-Volleyball-
Continued From Page 22 
games. The Red Storm picked 
up their game and forced 27 er­
rors in the final three games. 
For PC, junior captain Colleen 
Lee issued 57 assists and 12 
digs.
With the win, St. Johns 
would even their league record 
to Providence’s at 5-6, but 
would not lake their playoff 
spot from them. Instead, Pitts­
burgh, also at 5-6, won the 6th 
playoff seed because the Pan­
thers held an advantage in the 
percentage of conference 
games won over the course of 
the season.
How do you explain the fall­
out last weekend? For one, 
PC’s opponents were very 
formidible, consistent teams- 
neither game can be considered 
an upset. Another explanation 
is that the Friars may not have 
felt as comfortable playing on
damn 0-5 team in the country, 
but it takes more than talent to 
win games. On Sunday, Septem­
ber 20lh we got the sweet taste 
of victory and never let it go.
Lady Luck found us in Syra­
cuse, and then we came home. 
We grew up through the tough 
times and now it was time to 
enjoy it together. Nine wins and 
a fifth place Big East finish later, 
we found ourselves in Washing­
ton, DC. playing the first post­
season game in 11 years for the 
Providence College Friars.
As I gazed up into that gray 
November sky, the horn sound­
ing and Hoyas going crazy, tears 
began to fall. But those tears 
meant so much more than sad­
ness because they were tears of 
joy and accomplishment. Look 
how far we had come. My ca­
reer had come to an end, but a 
new era of PC soccer was begin­
ning. I’m damn proud to have 
been a part of it. The three and a 
half years of pain, hard work, 
and losses were worth it just to 
have this moment, this opportu­
nity, and these great friends.
The scoreboard says we lost 
but we all really won. We 
learned what it really takes to 
win and how to handle losing. 
Most importantly, we learned 
how to survive together, and 
that's something we’ll all take 
with us far beyond our days here 
at Providence College. My days 
as a Friar are over on the field 
but are in my heart forever.
Thank you Providence. 
Thank you fans. Thank you 
Brian. Thanks to all the boys; 
it’s been a great ride.
Keith Kostrzewski ’99
c
The wild pace of the first 
period subsided as the game 
wore on; however, PC added 
three more goals in the final 
two periods. Senior Mike 
Omicioli tallied his fifth goal of 
the season 8:34 into the second 
period; it came on the 
powerplay. Nick Lent then 
made it 6-2 before Gordon 
capped the scoring at 11:03 on 
a nice back hand shot that beat 
Duluth goalie Tony Gasparani, 
who had replaced Nicklin after 
Lent’s goal. Minn, beat PC 5-
4 on Saturday.
the road.
“I think we play better at 
home because we feed off of the 
crowd,” says sophomore Heidi 
Filippi. “Il wasn’t that we didn’t 
play well together. We tried as 
hard as we could, but it didn't 
come together.”
Even with the dual losses, 
PC still finished the season with 
an overall record of 16-14, 
hardly a dissapointment.
On an individual level, there 
were many positive slrories in 
1998. Freshmen Sarah Katinger 
and Annie Celia had impressive 
rookie seasons, while Collen 
Lee received recognition, as 
well. Just last week, Lee re­
ceived the District I GTE Cosida 
Academic All-American. With 
a 3.9 GPA and an incredible year 
athletically, Lee was only one of 
five players picked from the 
East Coast.
The national team will be 
picked in December.
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a
New
Attitude
-Martin-
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for a loose ball, leaving his skin 
on the hard wood floor of the 
Civic Center.
It was Sean Connolly’s 
gutsy defensive performance 
on Lamar Odum.
It was Jamel Thomas telling 
reporters after the game that his 
30-point performance didn’t 
mean anything, that the victory 
was all that mattered, and that 
his teammates performances 
was what the media should be 
asking about.
It was all of this and more. 
And as the finals seconds
wasted away, victory firmly in 
hand for the Friars, Welsh be­
gan to substitute his starters. 
Gave them a break for a tough 
day at the office. They de­
served it. He had yelled at 
them, pushed them as hard as 
they could go. It was time to 
let them soak in the standing 
ovation booming from the Friar 
cheering sections. And as his 
starters made their way out of 
the game, Welsh, one by one, 
met his players on the sideline 
and gave each a big hug.
The show of emotion wasn’t 
because of the win—although 
that was sweet—and it wasn’t 
because they beat URI—al­
though that may have been 
sweeter. Rather, it was because 
of all the hellish practices. All 
the hard work. All the sweat. 
The missing teeth. The stress 
fracture. The court burns.
All this is what made Welsh 
hug each player as he left the 
court. It was a culmination of 
emotion that began when Welsh 
first stepped foot on the PC 
campus, the first time he yelled 
and screamed for a better ef­
fort. The Friars had bought in. 
Now, it had paid off. All 87-63 
of it.
The Friars’ gutsy effort was 
something that had been miss­
ing of late. But Saturday they 
proved it is back. Missing 
teeth, broken feet, banged up 
knees—the excitement was pal­
pable Saturday.
“Basketball is funny,” said 
Welsh after recording his first 
win as PC head coach. “You 
get on a roll, the crowd gets into 
it, you make some threes. 
Funny things can happen. I 
never try to analyze why we 
won by so many. We could play 
tomorrow and it could be a one- 
point game.”
Could be. But it doesn’t 
matter.
Saturday’s game was not 
about the score or points or the 
fact that PC is now 1-2. It was 
about attitude. Missing teeth. 
Broken feel. Skinned knees.
Things arc different this
year.
Ken Martin '99 is Sports 
Editor of the Cowl
SPRING BREAK
cancuirJa»uaiC3*?ahawas
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Support PC Basketball at the
Civic Center1.!
See the men take on Texas-Pan 
American University,
Saturday, 11/21 @ 1:00 pm 
Tuesday, 11/24:
Women's Action @ 5:30 pm 
vs. Wake Forest 
Men's Action @ 8:00 pm 
vs. North Carolina State
For more information, contact the 
Providence College ticket office at 865-GOPC.
Friars
Ram
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87-63
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But it was the effort of Tho­
mas’ supporting cast that epito­
mized Saturday’s game for the 
Friars.
Four PC players scored in 
double figures and 10 of 12 Fri­
ars scored at least one point.
The PC defense stymied 
URI all afternoon long mostly 
due to the effort of guards John 
Linehan, Sean Connelly and 
Jamel Camah and forwards 
Erron Maxey and Justin Farley.
PC tipped balls from behind, 
chased loose balls, and out-
hustled URI all game.
“That was our goal this year
when we started the season,” 
said Welsh, who won 70 games 
in three years at Iona before 
coming to PC. “We wanted to 
come out and play pressure de­
fense, create havoc and create 
turnovers because, let’s face it, 
we don’t have a power team. 
But if we are extending the de­
fense and can wear people 
down then usually we will be 
in a good position to win the 
basketball game.”
Providence used its defense 
to pace its offense, and the Fri­
ars outscored its opponent 49- 
34 in the second half. The Fri­
ars went 6-12 from three-point 
range and made 15 of 21 free 
throws.
PC took a 73-46 lead with 
6:01 remaining in the second 
half when Thomas hit a three- 
pointer off of a Linehan steal. 
Four minutes later Thomas 
checked out of the game to a 
rousing ovation. His team­
mates greeted him with out­
stretched hands, his coach 
hugged him and the student 
section chanted his name. PC 
87. URI 63.
Maybe it was his day after 
all.
Come Out To
Schneider Arena....
Women's Hockey 
11/20 vs. Dartmouth @ 7:00 pm 
[11/21 vs. Boston College @7:00pm
Ik — — — — — « — — — — — — — —
FREE Admission for PC Students
ADOPTION
OPTIONS
Call Us.
We’re Here to Help. 
I (800) 337-6513 
In Rl 331-5437
www.fsanet.org/—ana doptionoption 
E-mail: anadoptionoption@fsanet.org
Confidential Services for 
All Parties in the Adoption Process:
• Birth Parents •
• Children •
•Those Planning to Adopt •
229 Waterman Street, Providence, Rl 02906
Accredited Social Service Agency
Volleyball Ends Season; 
Misses Post-Season
By John Zilch ’01
Sports Staff
This past weekend, the 
Providence College volleyball 
team took to the road. Unfor­
tunately, this road trip would go 
sour and spoil the post season 
hopes the team once had. PC 
went into the weekend with a 
5-4 Big East record, and were 
serious contenders for a spot in
PC Splits With Minnesota; 
Travels to Maine Tomorrow
-Hockey-
Continued From Page 24
night.”
Minn. Forward Derek 
Derow knocked home team­
mate Rich Anderson’s point- 
shot rebound at 8:20. PC goal 
tender Boyd Ballard could not 
control his rebound, and Derow 
was waiting on the right side of 
the crease to easily chip in the 
rebound, giving the Bulldog’s 
a 1-0 lead.
Providence evened the game 
atone at 11:53. Senior co-cap- 
tain Troy lake centered the puck 
from the left near-boards to in 
front of Minnesota goalie Brant 
Nicklin’s crease. Nicklin tried 
to deflect the centering pass 
away from the net but, instead, 
he popped it up in front of the 
goal, where a waiting Gordon 
batted the puck out of mid-air 
into the net, making it 1 -1.
Gordon has been one of the 
hottest Friars of late. He had 
two goals in Friday night’s win 
and he came into Saturday with 
seven points.
“Gordy had a good week­
end,” said Pooley regarding the 
play of his sophomore forward. 
And other players have been 
contributing too. “Dave 
Gunderson was our best 
defensman tonight, but its a 
team thing,” Pooley added. 
“You win or lose as a team.”
Pooley’s team took a one 
goal lead just two minutes later 
when Jerry Keefe one timed a 
beautiful feed from Fernando 
Pisaini to finish a two-on-one
the post season tournament. 
After a pair of losses to the Uni­
versity of Connecticut and St. 
Johns this past weekend, the 
Friars fell to 5-6 and would lose 
out on the post season seed.
On Saturday, Nov. 14th, the 
team headed to Uconn and lost 
the match 3-0 (9-15, 10-15, 3- 
15). Uconn would improve 
their record to 9-1 and would 
go on to tie for first in the
with eight minutes to play in the 
period. Senior co-captain Mike 
Omicilli started the play with a 
nice headman’s pass to Pisani, 
who was streaking down the 
left side. Pisani then drew the 
Bulldog defenseman with a 
nice move and flipped the puck 
across to Keefe, who made it 
2-1. The Keefe-Pisani-Omicoli 
line has combined for 39 points 
coming into Saturday (13 
goals) (26 assists).
It seemed every time one 
team went up, the other came 
right back.
Minnesota tied the game at 
two 3:29 seconds into the sec­
ond period. With the teams 
skating four-on-four after 
matching penalties to Pisani 
and Scisson, Minnesota center 
Marc Gunderson, brother of 
PC’s Dave Gundeson, tallied 
the goal on a nice wrist shot 
from the top of the right circle.
Then Jon Cameron, who sat 
out of Friday night’s 7-2 victory 
with strep throat, scored at 1:16 
of the third period on a nice set 
up from Gordon and Lake to
give the Friars a 4-3 lead.
Bulldog’s Dedrow was
ejected from the game at 7:12 
of the third period for hitting 
from behind and the Friars went 
on a five-minute major penalty. 
It looked as though PC had it 
wrapped up. However, 2:45 
into the Friar’s powerplay,
league. In the game, PC Fresh­
man Sarah Katinger had 14 
kills and 16 digs, in the losing 
effort.
On the following day, the 
Friars went down to St. Johns 
and were beaten again. PC 
started off nicely, winning the 
first game 15-9, but after that, 
things went downhill, and the 
Friars would lose three straight
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Cameron was ejected for spear­
ing, offsetting Dedrow’s major.
Skating four a side, Bulldog 
forward Jeff Scissons fired a 
slapper from the right point. 
Ballard was screened in front 
and the puck slid between his 
pads and the short-side goal 
post to make it 4-4.
Ballard made several nice 
saves to keep the game tied 
during the Minn, major 
powerplay. But Ballard and PC 
could not hold off the Bulldog’s 
late attack, and Duluth took a 
5-4 lead when Colin Anderson 
slid one under Ballard at 15:31. 
Anderson assisted on the play.
The Friars had one last 
chance to tie the game when 
Minn, was called for a holding 
penalty with 1:30 remaining in 
the third period. PC pulled 
Ballard for a two-man advan­
tage. Minn, then called time­
out at 19:15. When play re­
sumed, PC sent six attackers at 
the Bulldog’s, getting several 
scoring chances as time winded 
down. The Friars’ best chance 
came when sophomore Drew 
Omicioli broke in on Nicklin 
with 20 seconds left. However, 
Nicklin cut Omicioli’s shooting 
angle and made a great save 
with his shoulder. Game over. 
5-4 Bulldog’s. Nice flight 
home. PC travels to Maine for 
a two-game series against on
Friday and Saturday.
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Razorbacks Cut 
Friars, 110-59
Win, Lose 
and Draw
By Joe Valenzano ’00
Sports Staff
When children become 
adults they experience grow­
ing pains. When architects 
begin designing buildings they 
run into obstacles. When 
coaches rebuild programs they 
experience some of the same 
things.
On Monday night Jim Jabir, 
head coach of PC’s women’s 
basketball team, suffered one 
of the worst growing pains yet 
in his attempt to reconstruct the 
Friar women’s basketball pro­
gram. His team traveled to the 
eighteenth-ranked University 
of Arkansas and were stomped 
by the Razorbacks 110-59. PC 
started one freshman and two 
sophomores in their lineup 
while the Razorbacks started 
upperclassmen at all five po­
sitions.
It was also Arkansas’ home 
opener, as they came off a win 
versus Stanford and a loss to 
Connecticut. They began the 
evening raising their final four 
banner from the NCAA tour­
nament last year. Last year the 
Friars and Razorbacks met 
with Arkansas taking home the 
victory 93-82. However,this 
year’s outcome was vastly dif­
ferent.
PC was never in the game, 
though they won the opening 
tipoff and immediately gave 
the ball back on a traveling 
violation by senior Dana
Simonelli. The Razorbacks then 
hit their first two three-pointers 
of the game and opened on a 10- 
0 run. By the time halftime 
rolled around PC was trailing 
57-24.
The Friars inboundcd the ball 
at the start of the second half and 
things got continually worse. 
Scoring in the second half be­
gan the same way it did in the 
first half, with Arkansas hitting 
the first shot, a three pointer. 
The closest that PC came in the 
second half was 28 points when 
junior Meghan Hinds hit a sev- 
enteen-foot jumper. Arkansas 
responded with a 13-0 run that 
virtually ended any small hope 
that PC had of getting back in 
the game.
“The first four minutes are 
the important minutes of the 
game, and they had to feel that 
they couldn’t run on us,” said 
Jabir about his game plan."
As far as the team was con­
cerned it was out-everythinged 
by the Razorbacks. Arkansas 
shot 18% higher, had 14 more 
rebounds, 12 more three-point­
ers, 17 more assists, and two 
more blocks than the Friars. The 
only statistical victory the Fri­
ars came away with was the 
ignominous category of turn­
overs, as they committed four 
more giveaways than the Razor­
backs. “My perception was that 
we played scared,” said Jabir.
The Friars had only two note­
worthy performances: sopho­
more center Dani Trippany had
sixteen points, almost 20% of 
the total points scored for the 
Friars, and had eight rebounds. 
Freshman point guard Chrissy 
Vozab also had an adequate 
performance, having ten points 
and four assists. “We learned 
that the reality of it is that the 
majority of our team is made 
up of freshmen and sopho­
mores,” explained Jabir. “It’s 
going to take some time to get 
to the kind of team that we 
want to be.”
The only good note for 
Coach Jabir all week came on 
Wednesday, as what might 
have been the most successful 
recruiting session of his tenure 
here at Providence came to a 
close. The Friars signed three 
players: one of the top 80 play­
ers in the nation; a point guard 
from the #1 USA TODAY/ 
ESPN preseason high school 
basketball team, Butler, AL; 
and a wing player from Penn­
sylvania.
With seven of the players 
on the current roster being 
freshmen or sophomores, the 
Friars are one of the youngest 
squads in the Big East. So, 
things are looking up for the 
Friars, and with a recruiting 
class as good as this one ap­
pears to be, the Friars need 
only a few more years to be 
where they want to be. Jabir 
agrees, saying "We are still a 
couple of classes away from 
the depth we need to have on 
this level.”.
By John Zilch ’01
Sports Staff
So far, the Providence Col­
lege women’s hockey team has 
had three games, all of them at 
home, and all of them resulting 
in a different outcome. In the 
first game, PC beat Saint 
Laurents 6-2, and last weekend 
the Friars went winless.
On Saturday, Nov. 14, PC 
lost to Harvard 6-1. The Friars 
fell apart in the game defen­
sively and were therfore 
embarrased on their home ice. 
Sophmore Jessica Tabb scored 
Providence’s only goal.
On the following day, the 
Friars could manage to only tie 
Northeastern 2-2. The draw 
may have been a gift to North­
eastern, when they received 
their second goal on a question­
able call. Providence would 
score thereaafter and send the 
game into overtime, but both 
teams would fail to score. Myia 
Yates and Kim Mathias scored 
PC’s goals.
The Friars, still winless in 
their ECAC league, will have 
two chances to change that this 
weekend. Dartmouth and Bos­
Contact Cowl Sports at: (401) 
865-2214 or by e-mail at 
thecowl @ providence.edu
ton College will travel to PC on 
Friday, the 20th, and Saturday 
the 21st, respectively.
“We’re playing well, and we 
expect to pick up 4 points this 
weekend,” says sophomore 
goalie Heather Wilcox. “We go 
into every game expecting to 
win. In our last game we 
started off sort of slow but 
picked it up at the end. There 
was a questionable call, and we 
could have thrown in the hat but 
we battled through it. That’s 
the kind of team we are.”
The Notheastern game 
definentily signified the team’s 
personality, even if they didn’t 
pull out the win. The comeback 
still earned the team a point in 
the standings, and may spurn 
greater performances.
The Friars will need to per­
form better if they wish to be­
come a serious contender in the 
Eastern Coast Athletic Confer­
ence. So far the team has been 
outscored 10-9 and have com­
mitted 15 penalties, resulting in 
30 penalty minutes.
With an even record, the Fri­
ars are in a comfortable posi­
tion to burst into the scene with 
victories this weekend.
CLASSIFIED
EXTRA INCOME! 
$250+ weekly mailing discount 
coupons. For
more information send a sclf- 
iddressed stamped envelope to: 
AAA, Depl. 2,
P.O. Box 5679 Hollywood, FL 
33023
FOR SALE: 
*Matching Sofa &
Love-seat in very good 
condition.
* 1987 Toyota Camry 
very well maintained 
Call 353-1702
Radio Disney is looking
for creative, motivated 
interns.
to gain experience in 
media
sales & promotions. 
Be part of our team! 
Call Krazey Kim at 
401-942-4700
Make Your Own Hours! 
Sell Kodak Spring Break 
’99 Trips
Highest Commission/ 
Lowest Prices 
No Cost to You
Spring Break ’99 
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, 
Go For Free!
Student Travels Services is 
now hiring campus reps/ 
group organizers. 
Lowest rates to Jamaica, 
Mexico & Florida.
Call 1-800-648-4849
MAKE EASY MONEY! 
GO ON SPRING BREAK 
FOR FREE!!!!
USA Spring Break offers 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica 
and Florida packages and is 
currently accepting applica­
tions for campus sales 
representatives 
Call 1-888-SPR1NG- 
BREAK
*act now! call eor best 
SPRING BREAK PRICES TO 
SOUTH PADRE (FREE MEALS), 
CANCUN, JAMAICA, KEYWEST, 
PANAMA CITY, REPS NEEDED . . 
•TRAVEL FREE, EARN CASH, 
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+, 
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM/
800-838-8203
Telephone Reps needed 
for Providence area 
RESTAURANT DELIVERY
SERVICE, WITHIN WALKING 
DISTANCE TO P.C. 
6.15 /hr. call 272-3463
Travel Free including food, 
drink & non-stop parties !!!
World Class Vacations 
1998 Student Travel Plan­
ners
SPRING BREAK ’99 
CANCUN & BAHAMAS: 
SIGN UP NOW AND GET 
FREE MEALS/DRINKS!
FLORIDA, JAMAICA,
AND SOUTH PADRE 
AVAILABLE!
SELL TRIPS AND 
TRAVEL FREE! 
CALL FOR FREE BRO­
CHURE 
1/888/777/4642
Spring Break ’99! 
Cancun*Nassau* 
Jamaica*Mazatlan* 
AcapuIco*Bahamas
Cruise* Florida* South 
Padre
Top reps are offered full­
time staff jobs.
Call now for details! 
www.classtravel.com 
800/838/6411
SPRINGBREAK Florida, 
Texas, Cancun, Mexico, 
Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. All 
popular spots. Browse 
www.icpt.com and call 
800-327-6013. Best 
Hotels, prices, and parties. 
Reps, organizations, and 
promoters wanter. Inter- 
Campus Programs
Campus Reps/ 
Organizations Wanted 
Call Inter-Campus 
Programs 
1-800-327-6013
SPRING BREAK 
Cancun, Florida, 
Jamaica, South Padre, 
Bahamas, Etc. . .
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices, 
Book Early and Save!!! 
Earn Money + Trips!
Part Time Administrative 
help wanted for small 
consulting firm in Provi­
dence. Send resume and 
cover letter to: Organiza­
tional FuturesOne Allens 
Ave. Ste200 
Providence, RI 02903 
ATTN: Human Resources
#1 Spring Break 
Specials! Book Now & 
Receive a Free Meal 
Plan!!!! Cancun & Ja­
maica $399, Bahamas 
$459, Panama City $99
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
Earn extra income $200- 
$500 weekly mailing gift 
CERTIFICATE. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION SEND A SELF- 
ADDRESSED STAMPED 
ENVELOPE TO : JUST FOR 
KIDS, P.O. Box 0610, 
MIAMI, FL 33168
Get Your graduate 
SCHOOL APPLICATIONS 
typed!!!!
Available for all your 
TYPING NEEDS.
VERY PROFESSIONAL AND 
INEXPENSIVE.
CALL LAURIE AT 351-9662
Babysitter wanted. 
FEMALE, MUST HAVE CAR 
AND REFERENCES. FlVE 
MINUTES FROM COLLEGE. 
CALL 421-5212 FOR INFO.
New Season... 
New Coach... 
New Attitude
The Providence men’s bas­
ketball record is 1-2—a game 
under .500. Doesn’t seem that 
great, right? Well, don’t let the 
record fool you. 
Things are dif­
ferent this year.
And its not be 
cause they have 
more talent.
Off the 
Bench
By
Ken Martin
Nor is it because of any divine 
inspiration. Rather, it’s because 
the Friars are willing to put in 
a little elbow grease, a little 
sweat, a little blood—things 
that were not apparent last sea­
son.
“We did a lot of great things 
out there today,” said Friar first- 
year coach Tim Welsh, who 
compiled a 70-22 record dur­
ing his three-year tenure at Iona 
before coming to PC. “When 
you build confidence over a 
period of time, sometimes great 
things can happen. They kept 
happening (Saturday).”
Indeed.
The only reasons anyone 
wouldn’t be excited about the 
Friars’ performance Saturday is 
if they happen to attend URI or 
if they happen to hate funda­
mentally sound, fast-paced bas­
ketball.
The Friars team-orientated 
style was something out of 
Hoosiers, something that 
would make any basketball 
purist smile, and, as a result, it 
was fun to sit in the PC student 
section again. Not just because 
PC rolled over bad guys from 
Kingston, but because effort 
and hard work and giving a 
shoot mean something. And 
Welsh and the Friars bore their 
hearts all afternoon long.
It was Friar first-year head 
coach Tim Welsh jumping up 
and down on the sideline, sweat 
streaming down his face, 
screaming in protest at an 
official’s call just 24 seconds 
into the game.
It was Friar guard John 
Linehan—who, by the way, 
was playing just 24 hours after 
one of his front teeth was 
knocked out—pumping his 
fists in the air after forcing URI 
guard Tip Vinson into a five- 
second violation.
It was senior Kendrick 
Moore playing with a stress 
fracture in his foot because he 
knew it would be his last 
chance to face URI (After the 
game he found out he would 
not play again for four weeks.). 
It was Justin Farley diving 
Martin, Page 22
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Cross Country Heads For Kansas, NCAA’s
By Ben Nadeau ’00
Sports Staff
What else can you say about 
the PC cross country teams?
After all, there’s only so 
many ways you can describe 
victory and domination before 
things start getting redundant. 
But the Friars probably don’t 
mind a little redundancy right 
about now as they head into the
Men’s Hockey Splits With Minnesota-Duluth
By Ken Martin ’99
Sports Editor
Things were feeling pretty 
good in the Providence men’s 
hockey locker room before its 
game against Minnesota- 
Duluth Saturday night. The 
Friars had just crushed the Bull­
dogs 24 hours prior in the first
63
NCAA Championships on 
Monday in Kansas.
But before we head off to the 
midwest, let’s look back on the 
week that was.
ThelOth ranked women’s 
cross country team rebounded 
from a lackluster performance 
at the BIG EAST Champion­
ship to win the NCAA North­
east Regional Championship, 
easily outdistancing runner-up
of two games between them 
this past weekend at Schneider 
Arena, a 7-2 drubbing. Now, 
PC was looking for its second 
weekend-sweep in three weeks.
But Minnesota, which was 
still winless on the season after 
Friday’s loss and which may 
have had a sour taste in its 
mouth due to the five-goal mar­
By Ken Martin ’99
Sports Editor
Providence senior Jamel 
Thomas stood bopping with 
anticipation Saturday, just feet 
away from his teammates who 
were seated on the Friars’ 
bench. Seconds later, the Civic 
Center’s scoreboard horn 
sounded, sealing Providence’s 
87-63 victory over URI. Tho­
mas raised his arms in the air, 
smiled deep and wide, and 
hugged his teammates as hun­
dreds of kids from the PC stu­
dent section stormed the court.
It was a good day for Tho­
mas. He scored 30 points in 
30 minutes on 9 of 21 shoot­
ing and led the Friars on both
ends of the court.
But this day was not all 
about Thomas; he wouldn’t let 
it be. Rather, it was about five 
pair of black and white Nike’s 
all running in the same direc­
tion, all playing a team game.
“It doesn’t mean anything 
to me,” said Thomas, when 
asked how important his indi­
vidual effort was. “I’ve been 
here four years. It was just 
another big game. For the 
young guys, this was a big 
game for them. They came
through”
PC dismantled URI’s offen­
sive game plan by smothering 
the Rams with a swarming full-
Cornell, at Van Cortlandt Park 
in New York last Saturday.
Senior Sarah Dupre (17:24) 
led the way, finishing second, 
and sophomore Rachel Hixson 
(17:30) was only six seconds 
back, placing fourth. A pair of 
newcomers to the team, fresh­
man Heather Cappello and 
sophomore transfer Francine 
Darroch, finished with the 
same time (18:22) and were the
gin of victory, wasn’t about to 
fly back to the Land of 10,000 
Lakes winless simply because 
PC was in a good mood.
Three periods of hockey 
and a 5-4 victory later, Minne­
sota was Hying the friendly 
skies. And the Friar locker 
room wasn’t so jovial anymore 
“It almost seemed to easy
court press, and the Friars 
forced URI into 26 turnovers. 
PC committed six.
“Since day one I tried to in­
still a win attitude,” said Friar 
first-year coach Tim Welsh, 
who won his first game at the 
Friar helm Saturday. “Today I 
told them that when they ran out 
on that court they had that win­
ning look. And they played like 
it. They played a 40-minute 
basketball game.”
PC jumped to an early 18-8 
lead 11:40 into the first half on 
a Kendrick Moore three-pointer, 
and they would never look back.
URI pulled to within six 
points of PC with 22 seconds 
left in the half, but Thomas was 
there to stop the bleeding. As 
time ran down, Thomas took an 
inbound pass and fired a three- 
pointer from the left corner. 
Ball went in. Buzzer sounded. 
PC took a nine-point lead into
half time.
Thomas’ shot was the straw 
that broke the Rams’ back. URI 
would never come within ten 
points of the lead for the remain­
der of the game.
“He played like what he is, 
an All-American,” Welsh said. 
“He’s as good as I’ve been 
around, and I’ve seen (Billy) 
Owfcns and (Derrick) Coleman.
I can’t say enough about his ef­
fort.”
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team’s third and fourth scorers. 
One second later, junior Dana 
Ostrander crossed the line to 
round out the scoring.
“Sarah [Dupre] ran a very 
good race,” head coach Ray 
Treacy said. “Rachel also re­
turned to form.”
The next five runners were, 
according to Treacy, “very tight. 
Probably too tight.” In order to
X-Country, Page 21
for us last night,” PC coach Paul 
Pooley said. “Coming into to­
night we might have been a little 
cocky. Turnovers, missed cov­
erage, you are almost right there 
and then we didn’t have them— 
that was the difference right 
there. You have to give (Minn.) 
credit. They played well to- 
Hockey, Page 22
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